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FOREWORD

-How might you organize a statewide-coaiition of agencies,

organizations, associations, institutions and_Andividuals in order

to promote a global perspective in the formal education 'systems

of your state?

-Would such a coalition by worth the time, effort and finences

you would have to invest?

-How is working in a coalition miler to and different from

working'in one's own setting?

-What resources already exist to help in this organizing and

educational task?

This manual represents several years' work in New Jersey to

answer these questions - in. particular, the experience of the

New y Consortium for Global Education through its 1981-82

federall flinded New Jersey Modal Statewide International Education

Project. The manual is written from the perspective of a prospec-
\

tive change agent in our case a non-profit organisation committed

to the goal of infusing global education throughout the educational

system. It is entirely likely that/other members of the Consortium

would auswer the above questions from a different vantage point.

Such pluralism is a keystone of coalition life.



pule-le have contributed their their talents

to the birthing of the New Jersey COnsortiuu

;lot& FAm,4tion - from members of the Consortium Board of

ta --lunteers on planning committees, from center-stage

sons to behind - the - scenes workers. In particular,

wants to acknowledge the invaluable contributions

consortium's Chairperson for 1982, Dr. Rose Charming,

7.1-aoie

clear administration helped steer us through some rough seas and

iddlesex County 'College, whoa steady hand and

into calmer waters; Lloyd Taylor, Director of Instruction at

Princeton Regional Schools and the Consortium!, flocsl agent,

his Administrative Secretary, Betty Allegretti, and Sharon Swan,

Princeton's Comptroller, for ably handling the innumerable details

f the grant's finances; Laura 0ller, Project Secretary, for

patiently-typing and-editing-reams of agendas,.minues-,- -re-s-ourc

materials and requests frequently under great time pressures

A special word of appreciation goes. to Paula Zotsch, Project

Associate Director, for her invaluable ideis and advice, her

constant support and commitment, and her irrepressible good humor.
Jr%

Jeffrey L. Brown
Project Director
Global Learning, Inc.
40 South Fullerton Avenue
Montclair, New Jersey 07042

February 1983



HISTORY OF THE CONSORTIUM

A. BACKGROUND OF GLOBAL_ LEARNING

Since January 1924 Global Learning (and its predecessor-
.

nizatio ), has worked on a three-fold approach toward the

goal of promoting a global perspective in elementarj and secondary

education with a primary focus on New Jersey. The first,aspect

involves gaining legitimization for the concept of global education.

The second entails providing trainin for teachers in both the

nceptital framework of a global perspective and practical clams-

resources. The third factor involves building commuoity

support on the local .leveltp d across the state especially through

church-related networks. At the same time, we have served as?,

con$
u nltants i a geographic area from Massachusetts to Illinois
V,

to Georgia.

The itim zaCion component has entailed working with the

State Department of Education, county superintendents and their

offices, professional educational associations and the like. The

teacher education component has involved conducting scores of -

workshops, conferences, in-service days in local school di

as well as graduate level courses at three universities in New

Jersey, Georgia and Ohio, two New Ueisey state colleges, and

in a special ESEA Title IV-C Protect in the Princeton Regional
k 0

Schools Poor two-and-a-h lf years. As a result, Global Learning

has Britten two teacher education manuals for global education -

one through the Princeton Regional Sch- 1.:12 global education



inlusion project, and one for a global studies course at the

Boonton High School, another Title IV-C Project.

Concerning developing connunitysupport, Global Learning

hae conducted one-day wad/shops and a'weekend workshop for church-
=

related educators, has also provided numerous workshops and disitolays

at church-and connunity group meetings, has had a special Hunger

Program focus for three years, and has worked closely with church

Hunger Task Forces. One of the major4ccomplishments of this

approach.entailed a series of twelve workshops on world hunge

sponsored by the New Jersey D tmeut of Education with a fad-

deral grant. Global Learning planned, compiled resources for

Crulted and conducted these workshops.
I

9
B. B.C. - BEFORE THE CONSORT

0

In 1979'4nd 1980, the first two years Jf the U.S. Department

of Education's International Understanding Program, (altbough

known then by a different name} Global Learning sought to submit

a joint proposal with the New Jersey Department of Education, but

Fe were unsuccessful.. -Our own 1980.proposal- which was not fuided0

involved otganizing our first effort at a statewide consortium,

which consisted not of ornanisstion4 but of approximately sixty

esource persons -who could provide expertise in area studies or

in global
4

Having succe

to local classroom teachers.

ally carried out tits dosen world hunger work

shops for the NJ Department of Education is 1980 however, Global

Learning again approached the Department in 1581 to submit a

joint application, and tho Department agreed th4s time. They had



so been approached by Middlesex County College with a siiilar
a

inclary. We immediately itrvited other educational associations

to participate in developing a proposal, and-thus the New-Jersey`'

Consortium. f Global Education was born, withGlobal Lear inW

undertaking the task-of writing the proposal.

C.TRE FUNDED_ PROJECT

wideThe overall Apail the resultant NJ Model -Star ewide er -

national Education Program, which ran from November 1981 - January

1983, was to. legitiMize glottal education La an important priority,

worthy of atenticn, time and local funding among the several

layers of New Jersey's decentralised educational syetem. Our

expectaVon and hope were that educational decision-makers, whether

1_ al- hool-boards of association planning committees,

ate agencies or in local schools, would,agree th t globalledu-

cation's time hos come, partly as a result of reputed exposure

to global education events in terms of leadership seminars, sumo

institutes, their own professional meetings and publications.

Hence, in spite of the very real budgetary constraints being en-

countered everywhere), a global woof would eventually be woven

into the warp of the existing elementary, secondary, Community

college and teacher preparation curricula.

The primary__ of this project iinvolved forging linkages

among the state education agencies, local echo 1 districts, the

teacher education institutions - pre-service, graduate and in

rvice - the professional educational associations, the,coMmuni6

t olleges, and local community groups, particularly through the

training of constituent leadership concerning global education.

*



EightmWIELELILLAiLL04.1Ele inclucE3ng both. av

and practical planning for-infusing this awareness into the con-
.

stituan les organizations and programs, were offered" for a wide

spectrum of educational organizations and constituencies:

Z. N

Global Ed-cation Leadershi .Senivars

disciplina - NJ-Council for the Social Stu4ies end
'NJ Foreign Language Teachers Association

p Congress-of Parents and Teachers

3. Resource
4
People - Educational' Improvement Centers,.

Teacher Centers., secondary and collage teachers

Administrators -' NJ Association for Supervision afid.
and and Currituluu Development.

board Members NJ Principals and Supervisors Association`
end

'NJ SchRol boards Associati

5. Teachers with International Esperlence

6. Community Coll ge,PacUlty

7. NJ Association of Collegd_ for Teacher Education

NJ Council of Community Collage Presidents, which also
. included Trustees and Chief Academic Officers

Your week -long Suum
A

local school distri

for ipants. fron 23

mar of 1982 b;aedconducted in the

on the Princ-ston Manual for Global Education In ssrvics and Curri-

culum hs.vsloilnent, developed by Jeffrey Brown of Global Learning,

the Project Director. Participants attended either as individuals

Nw

or as interdisciplinary teaus of teseners and administrators from

participating'school systsas in ordAr to eniourage the institution-
.

alization of global education curriculum comPonents created. ky

participants. The project's outside evaluator found an overvhdlu-

ingly positive rnspoUse of- participants to bothe'the esuinare and

stitutes. (See AppSndix g for a suusary evaluation.)

9



p. AN INITIAL_PROBJAM

5

The proposal oubititted to .the U.S...Department of Education .

by the NJ Consortium for Global Education indicated that the Stipte

Department of Eaucetion would, serve as tie Consortium's fiscal°
0 -

agent and-that tlobal Learning would serve as the program' agent.

A radical difference of perception on the nature 'and role ,of the
COnsortium emirged right from the earliest efforts to set up the

aagenents through. which to administer the grant. On one hand,'

`the NJ Department of Education reacted to notificetios;.of the

grant as thdy usually do to all grants-to the Department, viz.,

to assume the primary responsibility for both the.gdan fiscal

administration and program implementation. The usual Procedures

involve State r gula ons regarding' the need to put certain budget

items out for open bid, or to seek a waiver of bid due to special

circumstances, which could take up to six months to proms The -

Department thought they had found an appropriate mechanism through

which toliatisfy their legal requirements and then began to bring

'Global Learning, the: progress agent for the,Consortium into the

process. In effect, the Department viewed the gten% as having

been made to.the Department with the Consortium perceived

subdivision k d embordinate of the Department and with lobel

Learning', serving al a sub - contractor to.the fhpartments

Men

Global Learning' s view diverged 180 degrees f be e Depart-.

We knew that the Consortium's Steering Committee (which

eventually 4secatle Vra Board of Directors) wee designated in the

proposal as.:the policy-making body for this grant. This designation



Pr

efforts in New Jersey

ev4.

anted an.approach bpposite that of pas obal education

_vhich organisations perfoiled
"
little

rb than rubber-stamp-functions as Adviiory Counc Several

ofialier issues emerged before it became clear that the aaJor issue
J

underlying'all °Caere involved the very nature of the Consortium.

itself, viz. whether it Mould serve lean advisory or in

policy making way.

It took a great deal of time, energy and meetings.to clarify
t

actual nature of this conflict. The final resolution Involved

the Consortium Steering Committee's acknowledging itself as the.

.projecesspolicY-making board, the Department of Education's

withdrawai as the fiscal agent and then from the project its

and the designation of a local school dierfAct .4 the new fiscal

agent. During this conflict, four new organisations joined tlq

Consortium.

0
The final impact on the Consortium Sew to have Mee more

ire than negative, particulwriy-liscause the contact served

accelerate the "buying process-for member organisatio

WI had expected the.orginisations to go thrOugh this process over

the course of the program year, most intensely during, the come

f their leadership seminar. The additional meetings, coptacts

and clarifications'Apis conflict produced, however; led to a se
t.

of ownership and responsibility among the. Consortium Stearin

Committee members. We would not, howevereirecommend this method,

of estakliihing ownership as a preferabla'appropchl it juslturned

out for us to be salvageable.



kt.its -annual meeting in January o 9 the Consortioi

elected a new slate f officers and added its 19th member (see

Appendix ). As of this writing, the etpte Department of Educa

tion undergoing massive reorganization. under the leadership

of a new Commissioner of Educatien,. andithe fOur Educational

Improvement Centers, which have beep members of the Consortium
,

from the beginning, are being phased out. The-NJ Department of

-Higher Education has sent% representative to Consortium meetings

and functions throughout the year but has yet to join officially.

The NJ Department of Education'sent a representative to the Con-
:,

sortivals annual meeting i January and, we are holieful t hat both,

State departments will join once the,latter's reorganisa tion is

finalized.

E. tUTURE'POSSIBILITIES

e

In mid - November 1982 a Consortium Program DeveloOaeat Committee

net to brainstorm and propose suggestions for future Programmial

beyond the life of the federally-funded projec The-Committee

summarized its eiiscussion under three basil roles of the Consortium

(1) to advocate for global education; (2) to he an association of

like - minded people; (3) to provide services to the Consortium

constituency and to those requesting them. These roles seemed to

correspond to three functions lor the Consortium:

Advocacy
a) ,legislatur and stet
b) general public
c) public Recite

etworking
a) among the member groups, i.e., at board meet ing*

themselves.

12



b) in local schools throughout the otate, i.e., one
ides would be to survey.-what global education
pilot programs or courses are already exidtni
and to publish the results of that survey.
in the individual collegee., institutions at,!
**encl.'s in this state.

Ongoing Education
a) Dialogue groups, i.e., set up 1g2 hr. dialogue

meetings of Consortium members to discuss certain
issues in the field - for example, the implieatioz
of selecting the phrase "global education" or the
phrase "international education."

b) Use Board meetings for self education
c) Expend resource canters in the state with

education materials.
d) Haterialsicurriculum development.
a) Expend Leadership Seminars to other constitu nc

and within our own constituencies.
f) Provide in- service or graduate level global education

training for teachers.

Tie Program Committee recognised that some of these activities can

be undertaken immediately without add_titinal or outside funds,

while others will require raising funds to do them. The Committee's

recommendation involves encouragiug Consortium members to select

or two items and to propose ways and means to carry the items

out. The Committee *cognises that the value of this Consortium

involves the.praCtival/aFticulation that occurs acrosi the various

levels of the educational community and hopes this strength can

be nazis se d in future programming.

As for its part, Global Learning, Inc. is gearing its own

fundraising efforts in order to enable the Consortium to continue

to grow and..to expand its educational activittos. We are hopeful

that-other member organisations will take initiatives on behalf

of and in aon unction with. the Consortium too.



II, GUIDELINES FOR DEVRI.OPINt A CONSORTIUM

A. A RATIONALE

Three basic responses come to mind whet asked the question:

why build a consortium for global oducati

1. To be effective in promoting educational change fmr
a global perspective;

2. To be effective in reining funds fur these changes
in a highly-competitive and minimally-funded fi$ld; and

in the many benefits of networking.

To istate the obvious, vide variety of actors and factors

determine educational practices in the local cl_

9

own. Therefore,

a wide base of initiators and supporters is required to infuse a

global perspective across the educational landscape. Building

this base requires a clearer understanding of what global education

is :hich 'makes ua acknowledge how great a problem we face by the

vagueness of th4ield and the wide range of definitions or lack

of definitions torrent. We in Global Learning are extremely

grateful to Robert Hanvey's pap "An Attainable Global Perspective,

an abridged version of which can be found in Appendix C, because

this paper has provided

defining globe education.

ual base f- the projects,

with an operation framework for

This framework served as the concept-

- eminars and summer institutes.

Given the gr Ving acceptance of global education as an is-

portant concern among the national educational and professional

mesociations (Bee ,Appendix D), by the U.S. Department of Education

and by stet- departments of education, this writer believes that

global education has achieved a middle level f priority among



A broad spectrum of persona in

our growing global interconnertedn i

Its ramifications, and they do

n. P-ople htivn reonxnf Zed

are con,

trip° 411

global perspective t-- students' 11t., choices and

Yet -hen it comes to putting money mouLb is

obe'._ education is still poverty, ricken. in addiciun

king hard ar.d creatively to uncover additional sources

funding far glob,1 education projects, global educators, thereLore,

must also be extremely resourceful in identifying low coat edu-

cational materials, in providing high quality and stimulating

education opportunities and in building ongoing networ

snare 1 i __d -urea's.

Since funding sources want the greatest mileage from their

Investments, the second point thus seems obvious. Coalition-

building can improve your pre,spects for funding. The NJ Consortium

for Global Education coalesced around the U.S. Department of

Education's International Understanding Program carrot. A con-

sortium multiplies one's effectiveness in both its networking

function end in its programmatic outreach to wider constituencies

and, hence, signif wise investment to a funding sotirce.

Thirdly, networking represents border crossings. Frequently

elementary teachers never get Co talk to secondary teachers in

their own school districts and vice-versa; and pre-collegiate

teaches rarely get to interact with college. teachers. Disciplines

are institutionalized into departments, and functional roles, such

as teachers, administrators, and policymakers, bring with them

15
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their own brick walla. un© of the' major boneflto of the NJ

sortium for Global Education has been the mu 1a on and

clarification of poop. °N mekting. talking and ph: ning

these many educations) b undaries.

This networking dovetails wfth the i frut rationale regarding

effectivenes of educational change. A coalition's major asset

involves the synergy of the organizations' offering their co

plementary strengths. Public _gentles and professional associa-

tions can provide established fiscal procedures, newel- tern or

journals and inkind services, as well ea great legitimacy and

access to school myatema, decision-makers, claaerc om teachers

and their atud n a Private non-profit organizations can often

render low coat materials and the flexibility and quick action

that a coalition may require at times.

SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR COALITION WUILDING

1. Leade- h p is essential but the style of leadership seems to

determine its success. Organizers who appear to want to control

the coalition or consortium engender suspicion and distrust. The

trick of a facilitating and enabling style of leadership seems to

be balancing a firm and intentional approach so that people have

confidence that something will happen over against an openness to

others' ideas, needs and directions. This openness includes being

willing and able times to let .g - i.e., to 1 et he consortium

grow and expand beyond one's own approach and direct involvement.



Interests - Coalition and Conlition-huildinR does require

and

or re-

a recurring commitment tovnrd the rnsttrion's work and

metimes thin entails running up the coalition

cognition instead one's own orgnni ion or ego. At other

i ea. it means agreeing rnot to get

members disagree or are irI con

via a vim

issues on which you know

zt, for exeaple, a regulating

Kulnted agency. At the same time, however, it is

woct important tv acknowledge the vsriety of legitimate needs

and interssts that members must fulfill for their own institutional

survival and w Ilbeing g., fundraising, appropriate prof

nional

iaapartant to be stile to avticnlo ine's own

and hold them in tension wi.h the Consortium's organizational

needs. In -..ummary. the organizer must be willing to embrace

tension and work with it creatively.

gnitlon in JLrlia of coalition work, ate. It is

ganizational needs

3. Survey the Existin Lsndpcape. One initial, major obstacle

that must be overcome involves existing issues of turf
"

pecking order. You may be trying to organize people who see

themeelvea as organizers and leaders in the field. Alsoterri-

torial questions arise between secondary teachers, two -year

college, four-year college and university people. Global Learning

once tried to organize a college-based group and held the meeting

at a two-year college. No four -year college people attended. We

did much better a second time when ws held the meeting at Princeton

University, To paraphrase Hanvey, "Watch out for the hidden wiring,"

17



it helps the organiterri represent a pc)1iiIcal1

the i,,Isociattona dad

their pre )(tilting and ongoing interactio

Global Learning had an obvious interest

Pe-

- 13

In terms

The fact th

promoting a obai

-pective in the educational system did not to matter to

the other educational assoctationo - perhaps because this mutuality

of interest was obvious and openly acknowledged. it was aloe

probably helpful that we were building on prior positive relation-

ships in many cases.

4. Organic Growth. One of the major nurturing taake of the

organizers of a global education consortium involves cultivating

the commitu nt of those individuals and organizations whole primary

focus is not global education. Small may or may not be beautiful,

but it is a good place to start in organizing. Representatives e

of large professional associations or complex bureaucracies need

to know just to what they are committing themselves and their

organizations, and it helps if that commitment begins simply and

clearly. In our case, some organizations were clearly committed

only to the fedXrallY-funded project as contained in the written

proposal. Any other involvements and extensions beyond the project

had to be cleared with the representatives' superiors or their

policy-making boards.

This principle ing small and letting the consortium

grow organically applies to the practical issue of organization

and structure as well. Opportunities abound for kurphy's law -

"If anything can go wrong, it 11" - to operate. Hence, the

18



It,

structure [Ion ahoull quelled ru .1 d t

to the game a posa;h1e. 11 ever, it tq very t

o much time, enelsy and emphasia on ru I qu

order not to ace

V

le tenuously commuted. The NJ ;onsortium

for Global Education began with operational procedures and over

the course of a year evolved by-laws (See Appendix E).

5. Means of Operation. Once you're launched, a major subtle

is egalitarian vereue hierarchical mpdt Operandi. Moat of the

people p rticipatine the coalition are probably operating within

hierarchical organizations and may have little or no experience in

egalitarian settings. When the going gets, tough, some will try to

pull rank instead of pulling her. The contradiction they run

into involves the fact that a coalition of autonomous orghnizattona

is like a mini -UN of sovereign states. Decision-making and power

ultimately rest, not in lines of authority, but in the consent

the cooperating.

6. Don't be afraid of confltct_and_controveraypn _issues of principle.
,

Successful processineof conflict call gain the coalition and the

organizers respect and confidence' One reptesentative to our

Consortium did argue unconvincingly at one point that the-fact

conflict in our organization reflected poorly on our. Intention to

handle global issues and perspectives; others, however, seemed to

feel if this project was worth fighting over, it must be worth

something; they drew comparisons with school board meetings and

the dispute in El Salvador.



Have fain. All work and no play (or all left brain and

brain) makes for a dull, email coalition. We have tried

to avoid businea ly meetings. K.g., our initial meeting included

an alternative futures activity that required' creative thinning

and small group work, which we introduced as an example of the

kinds of activities people would be doing in the leadership seminars

and summer institutes. One recommendation mentioned above from

the Program Development Committee involves using business meetings

for self- education, which indeed can.be fun.
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III. TWEPROCRAM: LEADERSHIP SE 1NARS AND SUMICe;k i:,STETUTPk.

LEADERSHIP SEMINARS

The process for each leadership seminar involved eetablixhin-

and working with a planning committee from that particular constit-

uency. The two Consortium program staff members then met' with

that planning committee and designed a seminar to meet that con-

ituency's particular needs. The planning committee bore major

responsibility for recruitiog miner participants.

Even with a wide variety of constituencies and interest., the

three fonder:If:Intel objectives; of the leadership eestoere remained

consistent, viz.: (1) to provide an overview of a global perspec-

tive as a framework for in- service education and curriculum devel-

opment, (2) t expose participants to a wide range of global edu-

cation resources and a variety of teaching methods, and (3) to

develop plans for introducing global education concepts and re-

sources to the participants' educational constituency;

was very helpful to bring in outside resource people during

the leadership seminars. Such pet one provided a broad range of

perspectives, experience and resources and gave the program dtaf

who wer ing as seminar facilitators much-appreciated respite.

What fqllows aresre resource that were found toll's particularly

useful in the seminars, as well as sample agendas and a. sample

evaluation instrument. Additional resources and their sources

can be found in the folluwing section in the curriculum proposal

for the Summer-'imstitutes.



1/

I. Sample Leadership Seminsr. Thin nhet't wan u- ud eta an intro-

ductory outline for the leadership seminar planning com itteen.

What is Global Ede tion? This -P e article served an one

of the bent summary statements to bo distributed to participants

prior to seminars.

cher ducation: Internet' nal Perspectives. This summary

statement was distributed ahead of time to participants in

seminar for the NJ Asaociation of Collagen for Teacher Education.

At the seminar weJadded the more extensive pamphlet "Teacher

Education in Global Perspectives" by Frank H. Klassen and Howard

B. Leavitt, International Council on Education for Teaching.

4. /112121LttEuLEEtALtiKax. This half-hour exercise enables

the facilitators as well as the participants to learn much

about the group. It also seta a seminar in a context of the

group's deeply felt concerns.

5. 'Global Potential Rating Scale. Participants used this scale

to evaluate curriculum materials and other gesource materials

Whether their own ,3r selections from the global education re-

sources on display. Following individual application of this

instrument, we then discussed the materials as well as the use-

fulness and the relevance of the instrument itself.

6. The Challen es of Global Education. Passing out the first page

as a summary of these challenges provided one way to talk about

what global education is not and some problem areas that global

education tries to redress.

7. World_.Education_in the_Claseroom. The openness and the 1--

bilirty of global education are demonstrated in this videotape

discussion of four different approaches to wor d eAucetion.



showed the vidnotspei, broke n o snail groups, distributed

the script and discussed the

8. Sample Seminar A$endsa.

9. Sample __Evaluation Form.

ttsched questions.
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The following outline is prepared ns a guide for developing
leadership semirfirs and is not meant in any way as the final
word for ouch seminar. Please use it to begin the creative
process of developing a seminar appropriate to your group's
own needs.

OBJECTIVES'

1. To provide an overview of a glob'al perspective as a
framework for inservice education and curriculum development.

. To expose participants to a wide range of global educational
resources and a variety of teachinp,methods.

To develop plans for introducing global education concepts
and resources to participants' educational constituency.

PROPOSEDG DA

-self Introductions

-Agenda Review

-An involving activity, e.g. "Views'of t
Future" exercise, which develops an opt ism-
pessimism continuum rzgarding the future of
our planet and speciew.

Major content input, e._ .1

. Simulation or

.speaker or and discussion

. Film

-Overview of a global perspective

- LUNCH

Experiential review of curriculum & resource materials

presentation

-Planningto share global education resources with
our constituency

- Evaluation

24
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What Is Global Education.

Students in uric middle school
spend a semester learning about

the various sources of energy available
in the world, the different patterns of
energy use from nation to nation, and
the economic. ecological, and political
implications of energy shortages. In

another school, younger 'students take
part in a unit on today's market basket.
The questions they investigate include:
Where was' the food we eat grown.
harvested, and packaged? Where did
the raw materials and the technology
for the packaging originate? Where
did the spices our food is flavored with
come from? And how different is our
food from the food eaten in other
countries?

These two activities, despite their
obvious differences, have in common a
global perspective, a way of looking
at the world that stresses both diver-
sity and interdependence. While there
is no one single course of study that
can be labeled "Global Education,"
effective global education has these
elements in common: I) it is interdisci-
plinary and continuing; 2) it focuses on
the world as a system and on individuals
as participants in that system: and 3) it
promotes both basic knowledge of the
world today and a heightened sensitiv-
ity to the interactions of the various
parts of the world system and the con-
sequences of those interactions.

Increasing numbers of slates are
developing guidelines defining global
education and its objectives. One such
definition was adopted in 1978 by the
Michigan Department of Education:

Global education is the lifelong growth
sindirstandilg, through study and

purticipeiricerr, ref the world co maim v
and the icierdependencv of its people
and systems social, cultural,
economic, linguistic, technological, and
ecological. Global education requires
an uncle rstandity of the values and
priorities 01 the many cultures of the
world us well as the acquisition of basic
concepts and principles related to Ow

mantis. Global edut allot;
leads to implementation and applica-
tion 01 the global perspective in .41rit-
ing for just and peaceful solid

rld problems.'

That definition was expanded up
by a federal task force in 1979:

Education for global perspectives is
those forms of education or learning,
formal or informal, which enhance the
individuals ability to understand his or
her condition in the community and
the world. It includes the study of
nations, cultures, and civilizations... .

with a focus on understanding haw
these are all interconngcted and how
they change, and on the individual's
responsibility in this process. It pro-
vides the Individual with a realistic per-
spective on world issues, problems and
prospects, and an awareness of the re-
lationships between an individual's en.
lightened sell- interest and the concerns
of people elsewhere in the world.'

It is important to stress that global
education rests onrather than de-
tracts fromthe student's sense of na-
tional citizenship. Global education
means, as Ward Morehouse has
pointed out, "that the basic civic lit-
eracy which prepares the individual

2

for America( enicnslop must include
a reasoned awareness of . the wa
that global problem+ impinge upon and
arc linked with American communities,
large an&small," 3 Global education, in
other words,' teaches students they arc
citizens not only of their own town,
state, and nation. but of the world.

Objectives

Just as there arc many definitions
of global education, many goals and
objectives have been identified by edu-
cators developing global education
programs. Lee Anderson, a leader in
the field, has identified specific capaci-

ties global education should foster:

1. A capacity to perceive oneself
and all other individuals as members
of a single species of life whose num-
bers share-a common biological status,
a common way of adapting to their nat-
ural environment, a common history, a
common set of biological and psycho-
logical needs, common exist, ntial con-
cerns, and common social problems.

2. A capacity to perceive oneself,
the groups to which one belongs, and
the human species as a whole as a part
of the earth's ecosystem.

3. A capacity to perceive oneself
and the groups to which, one Mona'
as participants in the transnational
social order. V

4. A capacity to perceive oneself,
one's community, one's nation, and
one's civilization as both "culture bor-
rowers" and "culture depositors" who
both draw from and contribute to a
"global bank of -human culture" that
has been and continues t4 be fed by
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contributions truth all people.,, iu idl
geographical regions, and in all periods

following kinds of questions useful: shotUit ,Arose hr ion

and on !law skills?
o(' lustory. 1. Purpdtc Should sot. 3, 1 one scope, and uucedure.t.

5 A capacity ttr tcli t. nso he vi& t global i-,socs brutal ',futile% he offered
pekoicc that the _It systern and IN
component elements are objects of per-
ceptions, beliefs, altitudes, opinions,
values, and assumptions on our part as
well as the part of others.'

tdentifying appropriate goals and
objectives, such as those Anderson ha
set forth, is a crucial step in implement-
ing an effective g101sal education pro-
gram, but it is.by no means the only set
of decisions educators need to Con-
sider. During their irntia; discussions,

regardless of coritrilirnly sensitivities to
any of them? Are certain issues of
_ich importance that thtc, should hr

included in every student's education?
If so, who decides which ones?

2. Teaching fipproache.s. .Should
glob., I studies he based prim tidy on
the humanities, with concentration on
literature, art, philosophy, or music?
How much emphasis should be placed
on traditional subjects like geography,
history, or area studies? Should the
program be organized around con-

priqcipals ,and teachers may find the cepts, or around topics? Flow much

Goals in Global Education
ht its 1978 Guidelines for Global

Education, the Michigan Departrneit
of Education outlined the following
specific par, which are uttered as a
sample of work -that has-been done at
the stale level.

Global education in a school system
will equip the student with an under-
standing and an awareness of global
interdependence by providing encour-
agement and opportunity to:

Acquire a basic knowledge of
various aspects of the world

Develop a personal value and
behavior system based on a global
perspective

Understand _problems and poten-
tial problems that have global
implications

Explore solutions for global
problems

Develop a practical way of life_
based on global perspectives

Plan for alternative futures
Participate responsibly in an in-

terdependent world.
In order to accomplish these oals,

a school system should provide h
cognitive and afflictive experiences,
such as:

uential study of world geog-
raphy and at least one foreign language

ntial study involving the
of history, economics,

pc'itics, anthropology, science, and
the arts

A study of various social. politi-
cal, and economic systems from a non-
ethnocentric point of view

A Audy of international labor,
business, communication, and travel
networks

A study of the causes and effects
of pollution and of the uses and abuses
of energy

A study of the global implications
of natural disasters

Encounters with artistic expres-
sions of other cultural grow

involvement in scientific studies
from a global perspective

Awareness of instances of the
denial of human rights

Exposure to different religions
a Awareness of the causes and

solutions of domestic and world
I, Inger

Awareness of world health
problems

Strategies for resolving personal,
intergroup, and interiational conflicts

Exposure to cult activities of
different racial and ethnic groups

Participation in people- to--people
exchange programs

Person-to-person contacts with
official and unofficial rep_ resentatives
of other countries ,

Participation in community pro-
ItraT with a global orientation. 0
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eve, y grade level'? What ideas and
concepts should hr rrttphasired at what
age levels? Should new courses he
created or new units developed?

t. ,%larerialc. What materials arc

available, and how good are they?
Who can help determine their accurncy
and objectivity? Are materials
able at different reading levels and
different interest levels?

5. Teachers. What specific addi-
tional training will teachers need? Can

Vpreservice and inservicc experiences
he provided tlit will do the job? Can
workshops, °Aide consultants, local
resource persons, or reading lists be
used to help?

4). t, oats an valua addi-
tional funds be needed? If o, where
do we get them? Can community re-
sources be called on in this regard?
What kind of evaluations are available?
Do they lit our needs?5

While some of these questions may
seem deceptively simple, arriving az
answers for them may be more tliffit
cult than meets Ole eye, But as with
any new school program, dealing with
such concerns as these at the otitset
may save a great deal of time and
energy later onand assure a more
effective educational experience. 0

Noise
t. Guidelines for Global Education

(Lansing: State of Michigan Department of
Education, 1978).

2. U.S. Commissioner of kdstastion's
Task Force for a Global Perspective. Report
and _Recommendations (Washington:
ernment Printing Office, 1979).

3 Ward Marshes'', editor. 'Toward the
Achievement of Global Literacy in Anted;_
can Schools: Report on pie" wingspread
Workshop on Problems of Definition and ,
Assessment of Global Education" (Washing-
ton '' Council of Chief state School Officers,
1978), p. 2.

4. Lee P. Andersen, Schooling eat/
renship in a Global Age: An Exploration of
the Meaning and Significonce trl Global
Esitscation (RloomingtOn: Med.Ameries Pro-
gram for Global Purspeetices in Education.
1979).

S. H. Thomas Collins, Global Belmailleme
and the Stales: Some Observationg.
Programs and Sonia Suggniforte (Witt
ton: Council of Chid Stata School
1978). pp. 67-61.
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Altb owle emir' I worldwide perspective to egoliln both local and distant event'
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r RelitIonehlpe between countries are becoming more complex. Al acre and more

contrite Join the 111140d !Mien and cast their voleS, unilateral

idiom on the pert of governments Ire 60(O41114 lore difficult; ecltle

literal actions more likely.

The world 11 becoming oore pluralistic and divisive as rapidly spreedlog

COnviCtion1 about Noise rights and equity Impel 0011 notions, sub-

cultures,led ilnority grow to Insist that their voices be heard;

undue 0011# 1110010,10tO will be resisted;

0 the products of $C100(0 and technology are Increellog eeponentlelly in

/

it i that have consequences for the globe. VorWwldr satellite comounIcetions

i teed are revolotionifing the Op of inforietion. Areawenta of

unprecedented power hive 401411100s for WO ad 00(i nations, (000010

systems have become spohlttireoll enough to Inrinllety
iltipty the scope

of internatIonti business And of files,

o the power of national governments Is thlfting In the Interne/Wit

scene where multinational corporations 0000 outside or the fill

control of Any 001 country; where national monetary systems ire largely

conttolled by transnational agreements,

o Global problems lying outside the power of one or r few countrles to

resolve are looming, Thee, include international pollution, depletion

of key resources, International terrorism; pestskeeping, homen right'

violations, uneven distribution of resources, and relations between

rich and poor countries,

International education 001414 become more global in OhlrefOri ra

0 Qith 40400 04 problem' that aff" t largo umbel' of prone, PON

0040Mfd with the fact that all humane share common 'ludo and cannot pima

thtir dettinist in itulation, It Is not en effort to promote a single world

comity but rather a (moonily of tell - respecting, independent states which
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who are able to evolve rational model of resolving differences and disputes,

International education 'hold be conoiderld a fundamental part of baeic

education: Just oe all dittos have the right to learn beast skills and the

rights and responsibilities of national Citlienship; they also have the right

to learn the concepts, 011111 valuer Ind lio41001 by which the; can tiOdOritiOd

the impact of distant events and mike rational decision' about the conduct of 0

stair private and civic lives. this involves the -development,of a:

a Forapection conocioutuee .. the 'recognition or awareness on the port of

the Individual that hlo or her/ view of the world Is not entered',

sherd; that this view his been and continues to be shaped by OW.
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d Ideologies, e.g, most human societies now accept empirical

way to useful knowledge and technological control; It is

many that all human individuals have "rights" to minimal levels

welfare; It Is now generally accepted that IndividuAIS have

dignity.

rt!tfr t re,fi en hogfolof mere!! .. knowledge of ethic.'i
id issues that derive from Increased capacities for sensing,

and manipulating global conditions, e.q. *roved abilities

Ierentiali In the world's distribution of Still leave

ut with questions of global equity?
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(he urgency of this matter his been addressed by the Pr

foreign language and International Studies, International orgeoltetlon

Mfg() And the accrediting agency or teacher education In the U.S.

Global poroportioto should pormolato all oopooto of a teacher ditecitio

and tnotodo the development of:

I an Adminstrative Mobility for Incorporating an understanding of globe'

titles Into the decision raking structure;

m a curricular assessment of the content of courses and their sequences in

general, special, Auld profeislonal studies including a redesign of those SNOW

to Include the Issues of Interdependence, competItIon, cooperation and the

Interrelatedness of world problems;

s on instructional system which would promote a6111ties In students to

nt with global

on mail prop,/red

mission on

uch as

propr ow

dentify

And assess cultural, political, economic and educational Issuer from a global

perspective; develop skills in students to clarify the conflicting or differing

values Inherent in International transactions, policies and processes; Mist

students In designing teaching strategies which would focus on global issues,

including those which require a multidisciplinary and multIlInguis'Ic aporoach

for their understanding;

e a policy for employment and professional development that assesses ht obit

Of faculty to develop global referrants for their disciplines and provides

them with research and study opportunities which emphasize a global perSPeCtiell

e resources and facilitleS that enable both faculty and students to gain
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and understanding of cultures and educational systems other than the one they are In; and
O a continuous review of a program's progress In achieving global education goals.

Intemationnl educati.on viewed from a global permpectios calls for a oommiemint ifr.m higher education

and e.aoher eduoatiollto share in the gl,bal development and diseemination of knololedge and manpooder.
Such a commitment Implies!

6 the development of Institutional commitment to interne Aal education

the development of international. Interinstitutional linkages
cooperative international participation in the broadening of educational opportunity and Its redirection toward
the economic and socAal needs of societies.

International education is a priority for modern insItutions of higher education and for the preparation of

educators. The achievement of a global perspective demands a vision that transcends the awareness and understanding

of national and cultural differences. it recognizes that all humanity Is a single species, on a single planet,

ng a cOemon future.

VIEWS OF TN_ FUTURE ACTIVITY

This exercise has proven to be an excellent opener for a conference or
workshop. Not only do participants focus their perceptions of the
future; the facilitator also receives a lot of helpful information about
the group.

Directions: Draw a continuum line on the chalkboard, as follows,
and ask participants to do the same on a piece of paper.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

VO SO SP VP

Explain the letters and numbers: Very Optimistic,
SO Somewhat Optimistic, SP hat Pessimistic,
VP 0 Very Pessimistic.

Ask participants to circle a number somewhere on the line in answer to
this question: "How optimistic or pessimistic are you as to the future
of the human race and this planet ?"

Permit no discussion until all participants have 0.rcled a number. Then
instruct them to draw a line down the middle of the page. Over the left
hand side, write the heading "EXTERNAL FACTORS,'' and instruct them to
list those !actors from the outside world that caused them to place the
circles where they did. Allow about 5 minutes.-.for this.

Next ask them to rank order those EXTERNAL FACTORS according to which
was most influential, giving it the number (1), to the least influential.

Then instrett them to write over the Tight hand column the heading
"INNER rmamcs." Instruct them_to list those inner beliefs or feelings
which caused thou to place the circle where they did. Next ask them to
rank order those INNER BELIEFS OR FEELINGS.

Record on the chalkboard by a show of hands how many persons circled
mach number (make clear to participants that you are making no value
judgements on their response.' if participants start to make such judgments)

Ask if anyone would like to-share their lists of external factors.and
inner feelings with the grodp. Thank participants for sharing their
responses.but avoid much interaction, discussion, and argusents

Originally cis ted for Global Learning by Dr. Josef h T. Moo
Montclair State Col

f-z-71
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Will thi; in

GLOBAL POTENTIAL RATING SCALE

1 help the student...

rn accurate information about
they culture?

2. Decrease egocentric perceptions?

3. Decrease ethnocentric perceptions?

4 Decrease stereotypic perceptions?

5. Increase the student's ability to
empathize?

6. Develop constructive attitudes
toward diversity?

7. Develop constructive attitudes
toward change?

8. Develop constructive attitudes
toward ambiguity?

9. Develop constructive attitudes
toward conflict?

Learn accurate information about
interdependence and the world as
a system?

HIGH
POTENTIAL

- 25

LOW
POTENTIAL

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2

5 4 2

5 4

4 3 2

2

4 3 2

reign Language and International.Studies - 1981 Toward Cooperation and
Integration, page 65

New York. State Department of Education

*Added by G1obal.Learnias
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Decre 'n- reotypic.Perceptjons:

When traveling in Italy. never drink water -- always drink wine...

The b with the long hair are the dummies..."

my stereotypic perceptions involves:

developing conscious awareness of the danger of any generalized
statements;

- developing use of qualifying or modifying statements which avoid,
or force a test of, generalized characteristics or statements;

loping a conscious response mechanism that all characterizations
or general statements are tentative and subject to change;

- developing an ability to apply these skills to classroom, school,
home, and in relation to peoples everywhere.

i_ty to FTTathize

don't understand why those refugees are sr, unhappy, the American
vernment is footing their bill."

Jevelopinq the ability to empathize involves:

- being able to "step into another's shoes" and perceive the world
as others perceive it;

tt being able to describe accurately the thoughts and feelings of
others;

being able to make non-derogatory statements from behaviors
different from their own;

being able to explain why others think, feel, or act in the other's
social or situational setting-

- being able to apply these skills to classroom, school, home, and
in relation to peoples everywhere.'

Developing Constructive Attitudes Toward Divers'q

Travel agent: "Well, what about Montreal? That's an exciting city."
Traveler: "Oh, I don't know, I'd be uncomfortable there--you have to
know how to speak French..."

Developing constructive attitudes toward diversity involves:

being able to recognize and accept diversity in physical charac-
teristics, behavior, and culture;
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rhe self-management skills which can act as goals in the globalization of a

program are as follows:

Decreas)plfaocentric percpp_tions:

An overture by his younger Amerion "sister" to help him make
frionds was constantly met by J yen's obdurate: "That is not
the way to do it, I will..."

Decreasing egocentric perceptions involves:

- being able to put one's own self-interest in perspective
of others' self-interests;

recognizing the existence of multi- perspectives;

- accepting the existence of alternate perspectives as legitimate
ixplanations;

r r n' ,idPring and ct,ing in rrsponse to the interests and welfare
of others;

applying such skills as above to classroom, school, home, and to
peoples everywhere.

Decreasing_Ethnocentric Pergptions:

"There are some things which any American knows about all Mexicans:
Mexicans are bandits, they carry guns, they make love by moonlight,
they eat food which is too hot, and drink drinks which are too strong,
they are lazy, they are Communists, they are atheists, they live-in
mud houses and play the guitar all day. And there is one more thing
which every American knows: that he is superiOr'to every Mexican..."
Hubert Theriaz, GpgditighPlri (New Haven, Conn. Yale, 1941. p. 306).

Decreasing ethnocentric perceptions involves:

- being able to recognize that one's group associations (socia,
national, etc.,) are Teflective of one perspective of existence
and operation;

- being able to relate to other groups without judging them by their
own group's standards;

- being able to consider and act in response to the interests and
welfare of other'groups in addition to their own;

- being able to apply these skills to classroom, schoo
in relation to pe ples everywhere.

34

home, and
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being able to

-3-

:ept diversity as inevitable and natural;

tic ing able to respond positively to desireable differences and
condemning or reducing undo s i reat.5l e differences;

- being able to recognize and respond to the moral complexity in

diver,,e relationships;

- being able to apply those skills to classroom, school, home,

and in relation to peoples everywhere.

I p)ng Const Attitudes Toward Chang:

pe I don't get Mrs. LaFalce for Russian this year--she always
makes you do things in Russian....my mother keeps asking me if I

have d tiXtbOOP.

ive attitudes toward change involves:

- being able to perceive change as inevitable and natural;

- tr3ing ,hl to

iv:nede unn

- being

respond positively to desireable change and condemn

reable change;

to recognize the broader meaning ramifications of change;

being able to recognize and respond to the moral complexities of

chang

- being able to apply these skills to classroom, school, home, and

in re;ation to peoples everywhere.

Developing Constructive Attitudes Toward_ Ambiguity:

CHANCELLOR SCHMIDT'S DECISION TO VISIT'MOSCOW STARTLES THE PRESIDENT;

Developing constructive attitudes toward ambiguity involves:

being able to recognize and accept ambiguity as natural and

inevitable;

being able to increasingly tolerate ambiguity;

being able to apply these skills to classroom, school, home, and

in relations with other people everywhere.

eloping Constructive _Attitudes Toward Conflict:

Ronald Reagan's "two-China" policy statement has caused trouble

with the People's Republic of China.
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cons tructive attitudes toward conflict involves:

- being able to recognize onflict a, inevitable and natural;

- being able to recognize conflict as potentially manageable
and to identify, learn, and use alternative methods for
managing conflict;

being able to recognize the moral /ethical complexity involved
ny conflict;

beinf ble to apply these skills to classroom, school, home,
and in elation to other people everywhere.

Learning icon
a system:

- 29

n ormatiun about _interdependence and the world a

Global education in a school system will equip the student with
an understanding and an awareness of global interdependence by provding
encouragement and opportunity to:

- Acquire a basic knowledge of various aspects of world

- Develop a personal value and behavior system based on a global
perspective

- Understand problems and potential problems that have global
implications

Earplore solutions for global problems

- Develop a practical way of life based on global perspectives

Plan for alternative futures

- Participate responsibly in an interdependent world.

(From "Guidelines for GLhbal Education," Micnigen Department of
Education)

*Added by Global Learning, Inc.
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THE C

GLORALIZIN .THE CONTENT OF EDUCATION

FROM

A Euro/North American-centered
Perspective

A Region - centered Perspective

A Group-centered Perspective

A Nation state centered
Perspective

A Dominating-Human-Species-
centered Perspective..

A Fast-centered Ferspec

An Information-centered
PerePeCtiVe401,04,666O00
A Spectator-centered
Perepsctive...4...

PERSONALIZING THE METHODS OF EDUCATION

FROM

Methods that cost students
in passive roles

Methods that transmit vague
abstractions

Methods that treat the larger
world as removed from the
personal experionceskof students

INTERNATIONALIZING THE

PROM

A Globel Perspective in which
students perceive themselves as:

Members of the Human Spec

Inhabitants of Planet Earth

Participants in the Global
Social Order

and in which students explore
in depth their

Personal Identi
three character

y as the eboVe
s ice

TOWARD

Methods that cast students in
*cave roles

Methods that engage students in
concret learnin&

Methods that link study of the
larger world to students'
personal experiences

CIAL CONTEXT OP EDUCATION

A Mono- national Context

A Mono cultural Context .

A School-bound Context

TOWARD

0 A Multinational Context

. A Multicultural Contesit

A Community-Involving Context

from: Lee Anderson. Schoolin4 xenebito In Global Age. Indiana U.
Social Studies Development Center, Bloomington. IN., 1979

Distributed by :. Global Learning, Inc" 40 S. Fullerton, Montclair_
NJ 07042.
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THE HALLENGE OF GLORAL1Z NG THE CONTENT OF EDUCATION

MOVING FROM AN EUHO/NORTH-AMER CAN-CENTRIC PERSPECTIVE TOWARD A
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

"An Euro/North American perspective can be characterized as one
in which: (1) Atudents' attention is focused overwhelmingly upon
Europe and North America, (2) the "non- Western" world is treated
only in relation to the "western world" and Latin America only in
relation to North America .and (3) the human experience in the non-
west is studied within a western frame of reference."

2. MOVING FROM A REGION-CENTRIC PERSPECTIVE TOWARD A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
"Curriculum based in a re ion- centric perspective portrays the
world's nations and aeographical regions as if they were isolated
and self-contained units with no relations with one another. In
contrast curriculum embodying a global perspective treats individual
nations and regions as parts of a larger whole and highlights inter-
connections between nations and among world regions."

MOVING FROM A GROUP-CENTRIC PERSPECTIVE TOW?RP A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

"Curriculum grounded in a group- centric perspective portrays human-
kind as a collection of culturally different,. distinct and un-
related groups. It emphasizes differences among cultures and civil-
izations and encourages students to view their own culture and civ-
ilization as inherently superior to other cultures aud civilizations.
In contrast curriculum grounded in a global perspective treats human
'kind as a unit of analysis. In so doing it emphasizes commonalities
shared by'all of human-kind and at the same time it encourages
students to tolerate and even applaud cultural differences within
the human species."

4. MOVING' FROM A NATION-STATE-CENTRIC PERSPECTIVE TOWARD A jLOBAL
PERSPECTIVE

"Curriculum. characterized by nation- state- centric perspective
portrays the international system as being comprised solely of
national - states that interact with one another only through the
foreign.policy of their national governments. By way of contrast,
curriculum grounded in a global perspective portrays the inter-
national system as an organizationally complex arena comprised, of
a multiplicity of sub-national and transnational organisations in
addition to the governments of nations." (e.g., cities, states,
simesses, voluntary assoc.)

MOVING FROM AN ANTHROPO- CENTRIC PERSPECTIVE TOWARD A GLOBAL
PERSPECTIVE

"I use the 'awkward term "anthropocentric" perspective to describe
an image of humankind in which we perceive our species as'standing
apart from the rest of nature and capable through technology of
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governing the remainder of nature as an absolute sover
contrast education grounded in a global perspective portrays
humankind as belonging to the earth and the earth not to us. This
alternative image highlights at least 4 things about human-natural
environmental relations: (1) the absolute and ultimate dependence
of humankind upon resources found in nature, (2) the limited and
finite characteristic of many natural resources, (3) the global
nature of the planet's ecosystem, and (4) the importance of trying
to adapt human culture to the imperatives of ecological laws which
humankind cannot amend or repeal."

6. MOVING FROM A PAST-CENTRIC PERSPECTIVE To ARO A GLOBALPPERAPECTIVE

"...a past-centric treatment of the world portrays time as if it
were 3 disconnected line segments. There is "pest" which students
study about in schools. Theie is "present" which students expe-
rience outside schools. There is "future" which no one need think
about. By way of contrast curriculum based on a global perspective
treats time as an interactive system in which images of past, present,
and future mutually influence one another, and hence the past, the
present, and the future era: parts of a single human history."

MOVING FROM AN I RMATION7CENTRIC PERSPECTIVE TOWARD A GLOBAL
. PERSPECTIVE

"...the world is treated as a depository of inert and disCrete bits
of information waiting to pass into and subsequently out of human
memories in each new generation - information like the names of the
capital cities of the world's nat1ons....A curriculum grounded in a
global perspectite, in contrast, emphasizes not the passive memori-
zation of facts ffht rather the active utilization of factual in-
formation in conceptual, ethical, and policy analysis of global
problems being experienced by human-kind.

8., MOVING FROM A SPECTATORCENTRIC P1
SPECTIVE

PECTIVE TOWARD A GLOBAL PEA-

''.. -.the world is something to be obperved, to be studied, to be
worried about and even prayed for, but world affairs is not an
arena in which individuals can actively participate. Curriculum
,grounded in a global perspective portrays the world no, only as
an object of study but'an arena which individual citizens can
actively participate through pe o al, social, and political action.

quoted from Lee Anderson, SCHOOLING AND CITIZENSHIP IN A GLOBAL AGE:
AN EXPLORATION OF THE MEANING AND SIGNIFICANCE F GLOBAL EDUCATION.
Bloomington, IN: Social Seudiee Development Center, 1974, pp. 81"391.
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DICUSSION UESTIONS FOR "WORLD EDUCATI H IN THE CLASSROOM"

What is /has been your "handle for 601 c ing, organising and

evaluating what to' be taught" from a global standpoint?

2. To what extentestent Is the World Education Center's ", k of

8 concepts helpful? Not helpful? What other°major concepts,

if any, would you want to work with in your,own setting?

(IDENTITY, COMMUNITY, POLITICAL COMMUNITY, INTERDEPENDENek

DIVERSITY/SIMILARITY, CONFLICT, WAR, PEACE),

To what eftent is each

or not helpful?

CROSS CULTURAL STUDIES

THEMES AND CONCEPTS

THE OPEN DOOR TO THE WORLD

CONTEXT EDUCATION

As a

other four approaches helpful

-06pb try to select an approach or, combination of

approaches tc obal education that you feel would be "best."

Indicate, "best" for what and to whom and why. On newsprint

make a visual representation of/tha group's. operating frame-

work for global education in order to "sell"'it to the other

participants at this seminar.

Leader's HotHbook $7.00
Video -Tapia Rental 53.00 (1/2 VHS tape, 1/2 Beta Max'_, 3/4 case attA
Video-Tape Purchase: 1/2 VMS tape ($35.00)

1/2 Seta Max ($35.00)
3/4 cassette ($45.00)

Contact: 'The World IduostiOd Center
1730 Grove Strato Berkeley, CA 94709



WORLD

A Vid
UCAT

Mello.
teach #r. this It I'm at hoist.

I've 004n asked to Introduce two world
e ducation IfieervItt OrOgrams to you.

' YOU 00'00401y deCided to view (hit file fOr
toe of the sad, regions I fat Interested In
world eduratiOn. I was uneasy 'war' that
student,' snow litt14 about our world and often
do not,retlly Care about what goes on outside
the U.S., particularly If It dOes nOt affect
thee directly.

ny feelings are rel
o f a Presidential c

Airport of Prtsid
foreign Liinguage and International Studies

"Our schools graduate a large majority of
students whose knOwledgir and vision stop
at thy American shoreline, wriest approach
to international affair. it orovintiel,
and whose heads have been filled with
astonishing misinformation.'

some teachers respond. 'Our school curricula
1$ already CiverlOsdid."

tad b
ion

recent report

IN CLASSR O01 1

and Lander's Handbook

SCRIPT

'!.e think that orll adu,stion inct_
fad.

but whit not SOurf04 it On it the knowledge that
no matter how sevt000ss improve, or NOW PAM),
programs are developed by researchers and area
studies institutOS, if we at clOssrooe teacheri
do not 14.4 the challenge Of the Prelidtoi'S
CommISSIOn report seriously. Our schools will
not eCluie Students to functiOn successfully IA
the neat Century.

Initially. I felt Overwhelmed by the task.
(flood IWO It the World Education Conttr.-traiming,
aSSIStenCe wiIN curriculum planning, reSturCOS,
Ind enCeuregeiwit.

The televISIOn components Of these two in-servICe
programs are only part Of yOur working s*s*i0IS.

WORLD iOuCAlioo IN fiat CLASSROOM

Program I 'making a Commitment"
making world eduCitiOn o manageable

test --

Program II 'Charting a Course"
-- way. to Incorporate world education

Int0 the curriculum ;.

The real work .. identifying priorities for your
cortiC010 and SOINCtingloty4 to inCOrPOratt 'hist
into 441.10-day classroom learning .. that work
nos to be done by yOu.

In the first session. 1'11 titan with ou some
concepts tn.Wo rld education Center believes ai
401$ to Sound progrooming and ask you to COnSid
WOW world education can, mean in your school ...
hew yew can design a prestos to whlih you Can be
cOmoitted.

MILO TOVCATION IN Ulf CLASSROOM: .

Elicit
tares
Multi n004
Slog and ewe

InCerPtwete world PerllieC*
and secondary school cur -
indlt Wetting. Orgtni-

IS to be taught.

TMO 100r14 LOWCet1001 Center hOS Chosen eight related
Bees that it lielleeel Preside that needed Wale.

first is Identity,
am I/
individual find. his or h

ltnnit heritage, nation, relldltlo and thrnu
group memberships.

identify In (each,

Iles (0 thest prowbi
of participation and
helps the Individual

will vary in Ierws of dogree
loyalty but u.-oup affiliation
define who she or he is.

Sound educational programs nolo students find
value In their own trAditioni and assist them in
mating open to learning from thole whn are differ

COMMUNITY

We all belong to several tommuniti
own recipe for belonging, participation
taco Its own structure based on oingr4P
darlet or ainsnio Systems...
purposes...
t4444.

Understanding the many experiences of community
It AN impc,rtant part of education. In the Pelt.
SOW01% neve mainly tOnsidered local and national
communities. TOday transnationel and in wrnstiOnal
;FC_,ilirJi are ticinIfiCANt ru, tf4 Utuii iilua1 aiip the
nation and need to be Includ00 In the Cu

Mori,'
and

IfICal COMMUNITY

05 sovereign nations and 40 territories
snips stilt on lanet.

In each of these political communities, a govern.
merit it Charged with pidintaining order and solving
community problems. WIthio some notions, like
,.ur own, LW, may DO diffftrtnt level$ of political
community such at a city or state.

Often problems are not limited to a single region
or nation. The recognition of thiS feet ho% led
to efforts to build a world gOternnent. Out
today we are a world of nations with competing
Interests.

A world political community doe%

Our students' generation *ay be the one coal.
miSSIOned by the times to design Such 4 world
political COmounIty. Therefore S Important
that they understand democratic princlples and
practices. They also need to kngw the capabilities
and IlmitatiOnl of political 00400f and solhorAU

imiln0EPEN011iCt

Our fourth ides is untie, ding Increasing
world interdependence.

The worlo Interacts In a t "Or of wo,t. One
Such way IS gOverAllentt doing Malin's. within
Our nation -stator System. Ccenesic. ideolOgical,
cultural, and religious categories also fOem the
b$S1S for gr0u0 partiCIPetiOn or eschISIOn
are therefor* arenas for world IntitreCtIOn. The
world IS. 'CUM mare. like this 0001 tabled -

These balls represent distinct or000%. When One
Montt contact with the Other. It can make a
difference.

In the real world. thiS Interaction Is best
described as interdependence. It Can rOSOlt
In the enrichment and Sharing Of resources and
knowledge.

how"
sot there are times +nets Interdependence
heighten% tension and increases conflict.
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world has always esperienced a degree of
erdependence but in the last three decades.
volume of interaction on this "pool table
increased dramatically.

This fact Presents a challenge to educators,

DIVERSITY /SIMILARITY

Helping students understand both the diversity
and commonality of cultures. nations and lie0Ples
Is essential If students are to develop healthy
attitudes toward others and to recognize the
OOSSibilities of worklnc together.

At the Same
differences
picture.

CON, 1CT

tOCUsing solely on either
similarities presents a false

Conflict, Its en integral part of human lopOr.
WC, that Students are familiar with lut they
May not know MOw to analyze different type% of
conflict ...

Intr.- and In
Infra- and ins
Intra and int

r..personal
r.group
r- national

Or realite that various Conflicts recluirit
specific strategies for their reSOlutiOnS.

Mott conflicts are settled informally or are
processed through procedures established by
the community.

set It may happen the
require actions Contrary to a
conscience.

set of law%
individual's

It may be that some members of a COmmunity are
denied access to established channels of retire
Effort% may then be made to cnangt the law or
Seek solutions Outside of the law.

School% often Overlook the non - violent we
people have dealt with these ProblOmS. I

doing they lend support to the assumption
the use of violence IS effective and the
Of non - violent strategies IS ineffective.

WAR

when teaching about CatOrS need to
stress possible options to armed conflict.
If classroom materiels or teachers concentrate
upon the causes and effect% of war, students may
coo* to believe that war is indeed inevitable.

In dealing with the problem of war, educator
should do two things.

Welp_older students begin to grapple with
the larger questions

What Is required if We are to achieve a
world In which war IS no Fenger a legit=
met. way of resolving conflicts between
404 within nations?

CO students to 81_0
settlements. economic
arty,Interven n while

ter the future.
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PIACI

Ovr eighth and last concept is pe
peace can Mare many meanings ..,

'Peace is people loving each other."
'Peace is when there isn't any war.'
"Peace is no fighting..
'Peace is Caring, sharing and loving for

each other.'
'Peace is resolving conflicts, not by means

force but rather by agreements and cantons

StudentS need to be able to distinguish between
various definitions of Peace ..,
and understand that different types of peace
require different strategies for,achlevrment.

The world Education Center believes that the
conceptual approach to world education presented
in these right Idea% should be InCorporated not

y in the social Studies but in science, fine
arts, language the entire curriculum.
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e. The word

Now Ime for you to go to work,

PR you 4Cree with us that fight confer:AS
are ILL concepts! Len you think of others!
Draw up your list of key 4011C ptS -- a Mt
tailored to the needs of yOur school.

WORLD EDUCATION AND THE CLASSROOM;

CHARTING A COURSE

If the al million children in our schools are to
function successfully as adults in the neat
century, they must grow up with more knowledge
about our interdependent world, keener awareness
of other people, and greater sensitivity to
these people's attitudes and Customs.

(President's Commission on Foreign Language
and Internation4I Studies)

To meet this challenge, schools must design
concrete ways to Incorporate world education
into the curriculum and Make workable plans
for their ImplementatiOn.

In our first program we listed eight Concepts
the world Education Center believes are Central
to sound education today.

We asked you to make up your Own Ii

Today we will present four different approaches
to curricviue innovation end deVelOgmint.

Cross Cultural Studies
Themes and Concepts
Open Door to the World
Content Education

Take a look at these approaches end see which'
might be appropriate for your needs.

CROSS CULTURAL STUDIES

This approach uses Culture as a unit of com-
parison for broadening global awareness and
understanding.
It examines divert, ideas. beliefs. practices.
while focusing on common human needs. soils end
experiences.
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Nowt classroom ma
ing on the bl
peoples' Mr*

Still, in.iresenting Culture
purposes of underStanding, c
that mISConCIPtiOns and Step
result.

*Is today avoid c
the 'Strange pia[etl

practices
re must be
otyping do

or

Here in the San FranciSe y Area, the Stanford
Program In International and Cross - cultural Edu-
cation Is one 'sample of a project that manages
to Successfully coney the strengths of a cross.
Cultural approach.

THEMES AND CONCEPT

This is an a1, -roach that uses themes or con -
cepts as nrldniying principles. The first of
these in- service programs detailed the World
Education Center's conceptual approach.

The School Improvement through Global Education
Program has Chosen four themes:

valuing diversity
andirStandIng the world as an inter-
dependent 'Mee

- developing affective working relation.
ShIPS with others

- understanding prevailing world conditio
the process of change.

*IOW Per$00Ctive[ in Education Is a national.
MOOprOfit organic/Cif:in that centers its programs
On four concepts:

- conflict
- change
- interdependence, and
communication.

A MMUS or conceptual ePproaCh Can be used In
a variety of settings and disciplines.

Care must be taken in ChOOSing the ideas because
they form the central core of the curriculum.

THE OPEN DOOR TO THE WORLD

This approach attempts to Increa
global awareness by Identifying
local communities and other part

tracing family heritage

locating the Origins of products fOund in
the supermarket.

SWIMS Come to see 4000 reasons fair learning
Met other people end places.

pan
arid..,

lilt teachers need to be careful that students
H not see other nations and people as valuable
Only because they have direct links with the
Students' own comeunitles.

CONTEXT EDUCATION

CMOs% education Is an
ideotify and examine

Aledleigual groups or 'Ow
c041 pfeblemS.

that attempts
Es from whICh
address issues

It is an approach that not only asks what but
Why.

Its strength lies in ItS emphasis on the motors
Of hOtaan behavior . judgments, assumptions,
beliefS, values and purposes.

Care must taken In this Wreath not to
exclude those motives and behaviors that
are not reducible to rational analysis,
e.g., certain religious practiCAS and beliefs,
some loyalties and certain form_ of music and
art.

The World tduCatiOn Center. with the consulting
assistance Of the world Without War Council.
developed Contest education as a way of dealing
wi,h controversial issues and problem% In an
eduCAtiOnal rather the" i A prOPegandiatiC.
manner.

As a way or
believe to b
possible dii
approacheS.

qMr
Advantage: empnasiie mtinalaty

waging u_, we'll Identify whit
tne Pry 'y slv.if'age and a

dvantage each ), the four

dive
Possible disadva

blAS and slareotyping
uninteroad cultural

InteaS and Concepts
Advantage: structurally adaptable to we

disciplines and grade level%
Possible disadvantage: may assume Inherin

$uPerlOvity of a fen Concept, and theme%

Open Door to the World
Advantage: concrete and relevant to the

Student
vOsSible disadvantage: may lead to an Interest

In an appreciation fur only those experiences
directly affeCting StudOMW lives.

Context Education
Advantage: 'WW2's analytical skills
Poslible disadvantage: _ay Ower1004 leper-

tent nuf440 behaviors that are not ration
based

Tne two in whith yOU have
make a case for Incorporating world eduCetien
perspectives or themes into classroom prectICO.
We've found that in schools that have begun this
process. both teaCherS and students often develop
a deeper respect fOr their own community and
Country end a greater concern for the planet we
all share.

suggest that you now discuss specific COUrSOS
action appropriate for your Scheel and then

commit yourselves to develop 0 practical plan
for'impleme AtiOn. If you need help, glee the
World Education Center a call.

lEsT cart ft1MAU



NEW ASEY CONSORT UN FOR GLOBAL EDI ATION

Nov Jersey Congrene of Parents and Toacherof Leadership Seminar

PROPOS4D_AGL4DA

Friday, May

9:00 Gathering - coffee and danish

9:30 Welcome and Introductions

9:45 Orientation
a, The New Jersey Consortium o- Glob4 Education
b. Somlnar logistics
co Agenda review

10:00 Simulation - "Beta Bata"

12:00 Lunch

1:00 Global Educations An Overview
a. Coffee Exercise
b. "An Attainable Global Perspective"
co Discussion of readings

3:30 Time for reading- swimming playing in

6:00 Dinner

7130 Building co _on through games

8:30 Closing

Saturday, May 15th

9:00 Opining Activity

9:10 Simulation Baldicee

10145 Brsak

11100 "Needs, Wants and Rights Ac

12:70 Lunch

1:00 Do our 1 materials reflect a global perspective?

Please with you some sample curriculum materials from your
own school system to look at during this activity, e.g., social
studios, foreign languagevliterature, octanes, math, home economics,
business, etc.

2:00 Planning Next Stops

3:00 Evaluation. and Clos

44
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Wednesday

9100

9,30

12.00

1.00

4100

6.00

7130

Thursday

9,00

12100

1.00

2,15

2.30

4100

6100

7130

NEW JERSEY CONSORTIUM FOR GLOBAL EDUCATION

EADERSHIP SEMINAR FOR RESOU

June 23-25, 1982

REVISED AGENDA

Gathering and Coffee

Introductions and Overview

Simulation - "Bafa Bafa"

unch

New York State's Experience InfUming Global Education Aaron

ONS

the Disciplines
Department

Free Time

Dinner

Films and Discussion

- Helene Loew, New York State Education

Global Education
and discussion

Lunch

Children and the World Nico Van Oudenhoven, Development
Education Officer and Advisor Child Development, United
Nations Children's Fund

Break

Human Rights Activity

Free Time

Dinner

Bnilding Cooperation Through Games

efinitions, concepts, activities

Friday

MO Your Community in the World, the World in Your Communi
'Including a demonstration of the West Orange Junior High
Unit on New Jersey in the World

11145 Lunoh - Speaker. Ming Hau, Director, New Jersey Office of
International Trade

2130 Globalizing Our Own Presentations

3100 Close

45



New Jersey Consortium for Global Education

Moos Chonnong, Prosoosin
WO Wei Corny College

05017

Jsffrsyl Brown
Choi 1...nwig. Inc
40 IL Ru1Mrc Avonuo
Plbwo ler, NJ 07040
Praise( Oroctor
States Ids Model Pro...RI
201763711111

lor &row Wino

&non Car*/ Cortmovey colow
Cow for hwarnoconal Etudes

Outirnalii ifhprINIM1111 Cantar
Ciniri

duosumollmommonwenComar
Nativist

dwolowol Imprommont Cornier
Neruirmot

E diontional Improvornent
South

Mmicronvo, _

World Edttaioi Council

Mesa Lowing Inc-

ham. Combo Cabo

NJ hatibootr For &proem
& CtorigArn Dowolopmwa

Assocosscre d Indopondor4
Schools

NJ Coons of Points owl
Teadwro

NJ Co uwal f.d Rho Nail Sudo.

NJ Ford*, Language Toschors
Associeekri

NJ Priropols and eupirsiocro
Aloomotion

NJ School Soma Aosoconice

Scloolo

GLORAT.,rDADERSIfil SEMINAR

NJASCD, NJPSA, NJSBA

September 30 October 1, 1952

Agenda

Thursday

9.00 Gathering and coffee

9815 Introductions and overview

9135 Views of the Future Activity

10100 Simulation, "Bata Bata"

12100 Lunch

1,00 Global Education - National Assoc tior
Perspectives, H. Thomas Collins, consultant
in Global Education to NAESP, NASSP and CCSSO
Diane Berreth, Associate Director for Affiliate
Units, ASCU

4;00 Free time

5,30 Dinner

7830 Film and discussion, "The Last Epidemic"

d

9800 Re-introductions

9815 Simulation, "Baldicer"

11600 A Global Perspective - Framework,_ Resources and
Pilot Programs

12800 Lunch

1,00 "Wants, Needs and Rights" - a sample global leSSOO

2,00 Next Steps and evaluation

3100 Closure
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New

Rem ProodeNt
Wilma Cony Caw
Eilleon N.Icae17
131

201._

Jeffrey L frown
31061.44rftris. Inc
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Ooriculiavr Oroslopowit
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Comma of Prints and
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Ccana4 the Saciai Satan

Lamm. Tawny'

PLIPmetelseatecearviecas

Madman Amami SWIM

m for Global Education

Octet:1.2r 5. 1982

ar Collsaguet

Welcome to the Global Education Leadership Seminar for
Teachers with International Experience. As you know, we
will be gathering at the Rider College Student Center on
Thursday, October 14th, at Si45 a.m., and we will conclude
with dinner. If you cannot stay_for dinner, please let my
office know as soon as possible (201.7S3-7616). Thank you.

All expenses for this Seminar, except your travel, are
covered ti a grant from the U.S. Department of 4duceti n
to the NJ Consortium for Global Educatior for a Model State-
wide International Education Project. This seminar is one
of a dozen we are in the process of conducting, having also
conducted four summer institutes under this project.

Please read the enclosed article *heed of tin_ It will
part of the morning's discussion on the meaning and signifi
cance of global education.

As indicated on your flyer, the Rider College Campus is
located in Lawrenceville on Route 206, just south of Route 295.

I'm looking forward to peeing you on the 14th.

Enclosure

Sincerely yours,

4(
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New Jersey Consortium for Global Education

EDuCATO1

Acme Chamorro, Pruirdent
Middlesex County College

NJ 06417

EI-11600

Jeffrey L Brown
Olcael Learning. Inc
40 s. Nitro:el Avenue
Mimeo leer. NJ 070&g
Protect Cornice
Statewide Model Prosper'
201.78:17619

Member Oromelnalene

Semen c unty Cornnyowty Cow,
Center for Inuirnetevial at/sAse

dudatAnallmorrilihierna~
-0mtra

EducaoomellnAmwramtContar
- NO-treeet

Educetarel hnproyerrem
-Northeast

Educetronel Improvement Center
south

blemboro BMA Cabo.,
World Education Council

01944140~g. Inc

Middlesex County College

NJ Asitocieven for Supervises+
Cloriculum Oeyslopiront

Aortocistitn of Indapshdent
acticele

NJ Congress of Permits and
leeollsre

NJ Carol for the Some, Studies

7oechers

NJ

0 HAVE

INVITES
R TAUGHT IN ANOTHER COUNTRY*

for

W H Y: To provide a forum for educators with international
experience to interact with one another, wring
experiences and exploring the relationships of such
interneLional exposure to a global perspective.

To contribute to a greater awareness' of global
education and its importance;

To promote and develop resources for integrating a
global perspective into the total school mgriculum.

W H N: THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14th 8 s45 a.m. through dinner

WHEEL Hider College, The Student Center, Lawronc,ville, NJ
(Route 206 just south of Route 295)

AGENDA

8:45 Gathering end coffee
9:15 Welcome and introductions
9:30 Views of the Future Activity
1000 Videotape, *World Education in the Classroom*

and small, group plenary discussion, What and
,troy of *What Is Global Education*. Discussion
loaders: Rose Cirricillo, Arthur Newfield,
William Schneibergers

12 :00 Lunch
1 :tl0 Strategy Sessions Teachers with International

penance - In what says is your unique Exr
perienoe utilised in local school systems?
What are the obstacles to full utilisation of
this personal resource What are some steps
for overcoming bateau?

2:00 Resource (select one)
A. o

T. LIVE GLOBALLY

anticipants
ea residents will
able to talk with

amateur radio opera'
ators around the
globe throughout,
this conference,
thank, to the assist
arcs of the Cherry.
vine Repeater
Association, a grOUp
of amateur radio
operators dedicated.'
to public service.

ing
song wig aware your, questions about

Eros anon-trechnical. point of view - appropria
for both elementary and secondary classrooms. Jeannine Duane,
WWII, Teacher, Black River Middle School, Chester, NJ.

B. )14,ni.UM sottroacheet Joe Ball of Newark Academy Will
describe and monstrato a variety of activities hots found
that work for 'both Special studies and language arts skills.
Each student in his world cultures clams identifies with
one country during the course of the year.

-Over
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Walter Eliason of Rider College had developed
a o ac city to review and correct second language usage
while participants focus on the behavior of people within a
oulture or across cultures . full of opportunities for inter.
disciplinary collaboration and reinforcement.

15 Break'

3130 Resource Sharing - Fart II .(Select one)
-toitootiorkikt thk EloasnA.

Dear, 4 in or, will
demonstrate.ways is which they have iftlobalisedN their curriculum,
a process now being extended to lower and higher grades+ in their
school system.

ohn Downy, solar energy consultant, will
lore the s -.e transition froa nonrenewable fuels to the
able resource -based sooncey of the coming solar age. This

workshop provides an overview of educational and research
alternative, that are part of this transition, as well as
practical classroom exercises.

C. X_ Marilyn Schaal', Foreign Student
Ass s t or of Spanish at Rider College, and

a public school representative, will address the questions How
might schools work more effectively with students from a variety
of languages, but too few for specific ESL programs?

4'45 Next steps and evaluation
5:15 International Dinner

MB INF .......
Print or type REGISTRATION

$OHCOL DISTRICT

GRADE SUBJECT(S)

Part I (select one): A
Part II (select one): _A

MO

. 0 V R R

aqua to Global arning__ 40 S. Fullerton Avenue
Montclair' NT 07042

YOUR

, cur
OHAL Ly

zits,
9 i.e.



New Jersey Consortium for Global Education

Rose Charting. Preede,
Middlesex County Collage
Edison NJ 08817
Cheircereon
201-548.6000

Jaffrey t. grown
Dab* Learning. Inc
40 II Fullerton Avenue
Montclair, NJ 07042
Protect °rector
Statewide Model Proven+
201,7M-7816

Metreber Oretwaseleas

argon Comity Community College,
Center for Internatotrial Studies

Educaticrial Improvement Canter
Contra(

educational +mpr'dv.ment Center
Northeast

educaticrial Improvement Center
Northwest

!ducat/trial Improvement Center
South

Oletaboro State CoNege.
World Education Cars,:

Glorml Learning, Inc.

Middlings County College

NJ Assocetion to Outer neson
& Currculion Development

NJ Ateocietarri of Independent
Schools

NJ MVO*, of Pwents end
Teachers

NJ Connor( for the Social Studies

NJ knife Linguae. Taw:hers
Arateiaticn

NJ Primped* and Supervistrs
Ammetion

NJ School Boards Aeacciatice

Princeton Resionel Scheele

Cdlep.
School of Mangan I
macr=on* Studio*

7, 1982
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OSCAR will provide a unique hookup for a teachers' conference

at Rider College on Thursday, October 14th The Orbiting Satellite

Carrying Amateur Radio will be carrying conversations between

conference participants and Mae radio operators on all six

continents, thanks to the volunteer assistance of the Cherryville

Repeater Association. 'Hams" around the world have been alerted

to the day's event through their international publications.

The conference itself is geared for teachers who Nave lived or

taught in another country. "One of our objectives'', said Jerre

Brown 4xeoutive Director of Global Learning, Inc. and Project

Director of this program, "is to identify persons with this in.

ternational experience and see what can be done to promote their

utilisation in school systems as global education resource persons-

Six practical workshops will also provide teachers a range of

urces for furthering a global perspective in their own claim

rooms* Registrations are still being accepted by Global Learning

at 40 South Fullerton Avenue, Montclair 07042, or 201-7047446

This seminar is being conducted by the New Jersey Consortium

Global Education, which consists of 18 organisations (please

note letterhead)* Conference expenses ars being covered by

grant from the U.S. Department of Education's International

Understanding Program.

30

5Q

_ 1,



NCW JC BEY CONSORTIUM FOR GLOBAL EDUCATION

AND 6
9:00 Gathering and coffee
9:15 Welcome nod Introductions

Rose Chiming, President, Middlesex County Co go and Chairperson'
MOV Jersey Consortium for Global Education.
Jeffrey Brown, Executive Director Global Learaing, and Project Director

9130 "The Community College and a Global Perspective AA Overview"
Andy Smith, President, Global Perspectives in Education, Inc.

10:15 Break
10 :30 Workshops of Exemplary Courses with a Global Perspective.

A. Business
Anthony Beninati, Bergen Coasunity College
Ed Boyle, Middlesex County College
Facil'Acors Jay Siegel, Union County College

B. HumamMee
Charles Dordogne , Bergen Community College
Naomi Girrsrn, Middlesex CoInty College
Facilitators Don Palt44r, Union County College

Social and Behavioral Scieaces
Margaret Hayes, Bergen Cosiunity College
Irvin Kantor,, Middlesex County College
Robert Winter, Bergen Communitm_Collego
Facilitators Eileen Nauruan, union County Collo

D. Health Saloom
Dorothy Good, Middlesex Cointy College
Barbara Paesikoffl Bergen Community Collo
Facilitators John Wheeler, Union County

E. Applied Technology and'Saience
Roginnld Luker Middlesex County College
Jack Weintraub Middlesex County College
Facilitators

Weintraub,
Dameraw, Union County College

LWICH
How To Develop and Introduce a Module With a Global Perspective.
Lydda towhee Director, Center for International Studies, Bergin Community

1 :45 Handskon tractions~ College
A. Feedback on Participants, Own Courses.

ArniikIcochea, Bergen Cosiunity College
B. Using end Developing Simulations to Teach a Global Percy

Joseph T. Moore, Montolgir State College
C. Perceiving and Utilising Foreign StOdents as a Resource in

the C College.
Prance County College

D. Unites:1
Anthony Bsniti, Bergenn Community College
Virgil Blanco, Middlesex County College
Facilitators Idiard Yaw, County Collage of

3 :15 Wrap.up and final evaluation
3:30 Wm' and cheese roCeption

a Globs]. Perspective on Your Campus.



''Put

NEW JERSEY CONSORTIUM FOR GLOBAL EDUCATION

GLOBAL EDUCATION LEADEHSHIP
SEMINAR

for

THE NEW JERSEY ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

a Pieces To he A Holistic Ao,roach to Global Educe

45

AGE. DA

W dneaday,_:December_ nth

9:00 Gathering and coffee
9:15 Introductions and orientation
9335 Simulations "Bea Bafa"
00 Lunch
:15 NJ Department of Higher Education and Global Education

Leo Klaghol;, Director of Teacher Education
Nattlese Jones, Director, Bilingual Programs and International

-Loucallon
205 Break
2:30 Lne Collegiate Model Program: Bergen Community College, L ride

rirector, Center for International Studies, Prof. Kevin
4:00 Free time
5:30 Dinner
7:30 Panel and Discussion: Classroom Teachers Involved in CI bal Educe_ 0

Perspectives on Teacher Preparation

112urnber 9th
9:00 Re-introductions
9:15 Simulationt--"ffaldicer"
11:00 ik Global Perspective - An Overview
12:15 Lunch,
1 :15 "Wants, Needs, and Rights" - a ramp le global ac
2:00 Next Steps

a. Individual colleges and schools of education
b. NJACTE
c. NJ Department of Higher education
d. NJ Consortium for Global Education

3 :30 Evaluation and closure

Program coordina
Assistant Pro_ c
Education Progra

d by Jeffrey L. Brown, P

y

act Director. and Paula-Go
Director, for the New Jarse y Model` Statewide Inteihat

52
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COUNCIL 07 COUNTY COLLEGES

SEMINAR ON INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

December 13, 1982

AGENDA

10 :30 are Gathering and coffee

10:45 Welcome sad Introductions
Dr. Ross M. Chapping

11800 Views of the Future and discussion_ Future
Jeffrey L. Brown, Project Director

12130 pm Lunch

1:15 Luncheon speaker -
Dr. Enoch Durbin, Pro essor o Aerospace
Science and Mechanical Engineering,
Princeton University

2 :30 Concurrent workshops:

Cost _Effective Ways to Ietsrnationaliss
the,Curriculum__e'd to PiiUltY__Iati ye

Dr. Lynda Icochea, Bergen Community College
Dr. RegineldLuke, Middlesex County College

Tie Susiner Connection -
James Hilbert, U.S. Department of Commerce

A. L. Abbitt, President-of Abbitt International
Associates

3t 30

6130 6:00

Pamela Wilson, Director of Development
for Global Perspectives in Education, Inc.,
New Yolk

Plenary Session

Cash bar and social ours

53



Coumu ty College Faculty 1022/62

N.J. CONSORTIUM FOR GLOBAL EDUCATION
LEADERSHIP SEMINAR

EVALUATION
ease circle the number that bast represents your evaluation o

Useleos

1 2

listed below.

.KEYNOTE PRES NTATION1 Andy Smith

1.114_9Mte which w_orkshop, You illtared t Mornin

r"Businees 4p

Humanities

Social and Behavioral Sciences

Health Sciencee

Applied Technology and

DEVELOPING MODULES, Lynda Zoo

A.

B.

C.

amok

Si u1ations

Foreign Students

Stratagising for Your Campus

moon

PEE GIVE AN OVERALL EVALUATION OF THE SEMINAR

1. WHAT CONCERNS, TOPICS, ISSUES WERE OMITTED FROM THIS
TO INCLUDED?

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

-47

-a

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

AT YOU WOULD-HAVE LIKED

2. OVERALL, WHAT WAS T HELPFUL A

T SUGGESTIONS WOULD YOU MAO TO IMPROVE DLLs SEMINAR?
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One of the incentives offered by the Global Education Summar

Institutes involved the possibility of obtaining l grad-ate creditor

in a concentrated period of tine viz. , one full week. In order to

obtain graduate credits for the institute courses, sent prelim-

inary proposals to 12 colleges in New Jersey offs h m the

opportunity to provide the credits for the course work.

While we were in the process of trying to arrange for accred-

ties, a controversy arose in which a private college was accused

-skend and special arrangement courses that did not meet the

State Department of Higher Education's standards for graduate

course work.' This controversy led to the Department tightening

up on innovative programs, and we had to negotiate the credit sr-

rengemente in this more difficult eniftronment.

Separate agreements ware arranged between the Consortium and

Trenton State College which provided the credits for.the northern

Sumner Institute, which took place in Teaneck, and Glassboro state

College which provided the credits for the southern Summer Institute,

which took place on their campus. The curriculum proposal which

was Accepted by both colleges cones at the end. of this section.

The proposal required the approval of each college's administration

and faculty, and each college provided a faculty member& to obser

or team teach the cootie.

The two Summer. Institutes held in Pompton Lakes and Princeton

were offered for in-service credits from the participating school

districts and were held for five instead of six days. Pompton Lakes

55



offered the Global Education C,..*,mer Institute as part of their

ongoing in- service plograa which they make available to schools

throughout their region in north central New Jersey.

The financial arrangements varied for the participants.

They paid either the regular fees for 3 graduate credits or a

reduced non-credit fee. Their school districts cospensated them

in a variety of ways. Some districts paid the participants'

eels les based on the district summer curriculum development

remuneration rates. Others paid the non =credit fans for refits

tration, while other districts paid toward the graduate credits

either half the amount or the full amount, depending on that

die- 1 contractual arrangenents. Some teachers paid their

own way and received the benefit of advancing themselves on their

district's salary increment scale.

In addition to the Project Director, who taught in all four

Summer Institutes, Paula Ootsch, the Project Associate Director,

taught in the Pompton Lakes and Glassboro Summer Institutes, while

Joseph Moore, Professor of History and Social Studies Education

at Montclair State College, taught in the Teaneck Summer Institute,

and Ethel Brennan, Professor of Social Studies Education and

Elementary/Early Childhood Education at Glassboro State College,

taught in the Sumner Institute at Cl s bora.

The Summer Institute turriculum proposal and the course

outlines follow.
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4,0B4 ALUM S TITUU

COUree Defier ption

K..12 teeohero and administrators will explore the meaning and significance of
a global perspective for themselves and for their students. ombined with

practical curriculum application.

Speoincitc Obit/CUM

Participants will be able tot

1. Recognize non.global or ethnocentric statementa and materials.
2. Identify 0014 of their own basic assumptions about causeeffect, inter

connections of events and trends, human nature, the ability to resolve
global problems, value judgments, worldview.

3. Begin to analyse the world as an interrelated system, with many subsystems.
4. State alternative perspectives on the nature and consequences of at leant

three major global issues, viz., global security, human and economic dev
elopment, and the environments

5. Propose alternative options for the future for these major global issues.
O. Coaaunicate through a revised course of study a global perspective on

their students' level of understanding and experience.

III. Uutline of the -e

I. Perspective &nd Perception

A. Clarification on an optimiser - pessimism scale of one's view toward th
future of the human race and planet earth

o* Crosscultural awareness

1. Perception and misperception of a foreign" culture
2. Awareness of one's, perspective as a perceptual filter
3. Developing empathy across cultural boundaries

C. Researching the linkages of "Your Community in the World and the World
in Your Community,'

1. Lconomic interdependence
2. Cultural interdependence
3. Social interdependence
4. Political interdependence

roblems and Opportunities in a Global Age

A. Global Becuritys war, peace, conflict resolution

1. The nature and state of the nuclear arms race
2. Alternative approaches to national security in the nuclear age

a. Deterrence through parity
bo Counterforce
a. Alamo deterrence
do Unilateral disarmament
so Independent initiatives

5?
evaluates
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IV. fie MilOg

A variety of learning activities will be employed, inelialings

1. Values clarification exercises.
2. Simulation games.
3. Group process activities.
4. Lectures.
5. Class discussion, in plenary and in small groups.
6. Analysis of data sheets, graphs' written projectiona.
7. Role playing
8. Audiovisuals.
9. Communication and conflict resolution skills exercises.
10. Assigned readings.
11. Written evaluation of currioe7"k materials based on course con
12. Scenario writing.

V. lgolsagAngentsfor the Couree

Attendance at all six session is expected.

Two written assignments are required. One is a reaction paper on the topic of
the meaning and significance of a global perspective education* The second
is a major research project in order to develop a new curriculum unit with a global
perspective' or to infuse an exiating course with a global perspective. These
written assignments will account for 6i7,L of the course evaluation

The former paper will be evaluated fOr its thoroughness, use of evidence in support
of its conclusions, depth of analysis and grasp of basic concepts covered in the
course. The latUr will be evaluated in terms of the degree to which the basic
course concept* are translated for the participants' grade level and subject area,
originality and variety in teaching methods.

karticipante will also be evaluated on their participation in class discussion and
learning activities. Such participation will be evaluate in terms of its breadth
and depth of underateedielcof assigned readings and presented materials.** well as
In terms of ita willingness explore, alternative perspectives. Such participation
will account for 40$ of the course evaluation. 58
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VI. Preeedgregn kulmatimAgati

Two evaluation procedures will be utilized. daily group ovaluations are based on

two questions: What was helpful about today's session? What improvements would

you suggest for toda's session? Secondly, a writte evaluation of the entire
institute will be completed for each major activity the last day of the institute.

VII. Diblkokralft_gliltibifla=kAOLDA-WILILLA

Given the need to be current, additional or
included in the following.

as Anderson, Lee.

Jana: Mid - America v for G o
Social tudiea Development Center, 1979. 46.

Hanveyi Robert G. An_Attanab,l, Global Poulaskixe. New York: Center
for Global Perspectives, 1976.

jup ntaryReadinkos

Alger, Chadwick F. and Dav
Columeue, Chic:

Rssative sources may be

docker, James.

Brand t, Willy.

"Children
school."
1981

d G. Hoov
rtiu for

.XRu and _Your I :o

motional dtudicp uco on,

wigglmtia.,12Lifjlagaja. New York: McCraw-Hill, 1979.

gzeS42EL,itatiortn.Sowth:A_Pzurvi Cambridge, MA: MIT Preps, 1980.

World: A Global education Curriculum Project for the elementary
rlington, VA: National Association of elementary School Principals,

"Congressional Pe

Platform".

NIZ

Through ngth desolu on," 1980 Republican Convention

ation with a World View," Illasiggi
Nov. 1981, pp. 8-19.

"Global Educations Major Reform.-
Association, 1981.

lington, VA: N 61, No. 2,

, 000.: National School Boards

HUll Edward T. The Silent_ LaneWpr_. Ga en City, Anchor Books, 1973.

Mack- John 4. "Psychosocial 4ffects of the Nuclear Arms RAC60 The 84X1WL1.91
the Atomic Scientitts. April 1981. pp. 18-23

Kehlinger, Howard D. et al. 20-3-u. W hington, D.C.:
NEA, n.d.

New York State Eiucat.an Department. "Education for a Global Perspecti
Preaentatiom CA) the Board of Regents." Center for International Pro
and Comparative Studies, Dec. 1980.

New York State Education Department. "Global Res
Foreign Language Teacher," Center for Interne
Studies. 1981.

A
ams

ibility: The Hole of the
onal Programs and Comparative
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OvQ__Ljaiuo Repo
on World Hunger, Washington, 0*C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1980.

Wolfgang k4.t1. "Science, Technology and the Arms Race." hvgicv 19041.
1981. pp. )241.

akharov, Andrei* "An Appeal." tugaga2aELLL0.

e Pry tdential Commission

trenattl Thre4gh W 104011V A 0ritiouo ©f U.S._Capability: A Report to the
from the Presidontls Commlesion on Foreign Language and International
Washington, O.Q.1 U.S. Government Printing Office, November 1979.

"'lire State of the World Lnvironment: Annual Report." United ationo Snvir
Programme, renya.

tea Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights."

Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction. ',Global Studle
oefinitions and Arections." Sept. 1979.

in oepartment of Public Instruction. "Goal
Iletin 09061 1970.

8AFAH Siv.ulation

"JAL40IS.:.R" Jimulation

nt

of

ent

in Wisconsin Schools:

acriptor. for Ulobal St

II. 218 12th 910, ',All b.ar, C

John rnox Press, 34
Atlanta, GA 30308

1iStiV P GPL uF IPPI:;440 produced by i,SC-TV. Available from Films
1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, IL 60091

Larthrise, sox 120, Annex Station
Providence, AI 02901

The Resource Center for Non-Violence
?.c. Sox 2324, Santa Cruz, OA 95603

NkAdAISOm lm produced by laryknoll, lqaryknoll, NY 10545

"SHARING GLOJAL Ag;SCURCLS" Slide/tape or filmstrip produced by KARMIC,
American Friends Service Committee
1501 Cherry St., Philadelphia, PA 19102

"MAG4ING A UT SPAC SHLP iiARTH" Simulation Intercom aggZinel #71, 1972.
Global Perspectives in education, Inc.
218 18th Street, Few York, NY !pow

GA 1 2;" Film produced by SSC, Films, Inc.

hoe :Je Leone Ave.,

"GLUJAL eUTUItLa" Simulation

"'Tit.' LAST L.FLY2.24IC" Film

"WANTS, S 1) RIGHTS" - An Introductory Activity on Human Rights.
Global Learning, Inc., 40 S. Fullerton Ave.,
Montclair, NJ 07042 43.00

92014

AVAIIABLE

Inc.,
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NEW .1 Y CON$ORTIUM FOR GLOAI U(ATION

GPQSA4,, 4UOATION SUM Eit INOTITUTI, ..)UTL,*t,

GLAESDURO STATE COLLEGE

FART I; 0

Day 1

Yi.erre of the Future Examine
Simulation: "Bens Haan
Lunch

Your CoAmunity in the World
Cuzricuium Research Period
Daily Evaluation

Day 2 .. Discussion of Assignment

PART ;Ts_ RO4WIS_JAND OPNRTUNgIES

Q1, HAL ag,GURM

Film and Diacusai nt
Lunch

Alternative Approaches to National Securi
Conflict Resolution/Management Activities
Daily Evaluation

n Your Community

IIAL AGE

Dot 4100.0

-ciao

"Intervention" Exercise
Alternative Futures Exorcism:I "Evaluating Proposed u ens,' and
"Forecasts for the Year 2000"
Curriculum Research Period
Lunch

Be SOSEIUILlitigUaLaara
Simulations NEaldicerN
World Hunger: Causes and Coneequenc
Daily Evaluation

Day 4 .. Film and Discussions NParaisom
Hunan Rights Exercise
Lunch

Nov international Economic Order de Tapes "Sharing Resources"
"Ending Hunger: It's Possible, nine
Daily Evalfiation

Day 5 Discussion of Assignment
Simulations 'Global Futures"
Lunch

C. MUM=
The Hydrological Cycle Exercise
Future Headlines Exercise
Daily Evaluation

Day 6 Simulations "Spaceship Ear
Alternative Futures Activitys
Lunch

Law of the Seas Exercise

urricUlum Research Period

FitalEvaluatice

ear Year 2010"



NEW JER3 X G0N801iTi44 FO 004 VCATLQL(

GjAOSAL "61.141q011 SaltIER t+ TZTU

FAA': FEU'IVe A111) P4Z91..Frigh

Jay 1 .. Introductions
Orientation and Overview
Views of the Future Exercise
Simulations "Bafa Wan
Lunch
Your Community in the World, the World in Your Community
Activities and Research
Daily Evaluation

Jay 2 .. Discussion of Assignment

Day 3

A. 44#4L- Ecrign

Film and Discussion:
Curriculum Research i

Lunch
Alternative Approaches o National Security Exercise
Conflict Resolutio anagement Activities
Jelly Evaluation

idea-ion

Igo Global Education Curriculum Lab

"Baldicer"
World Hunger: Causes and Consequences
Lunch
Film and Dis,.:ussion*. "Remember Alen
Human Rights Exercise
PieCussion: Evaluating the Curriculumfrom a Global Pe- c
Daily Evaluation

4 .. New International Economic Order
"Evaluating Proposed Solutions Exam
"Forecasts for Year 2000 Exercise
Lunch

C. aVIBOWITT

The Hydrological,Gyole :y.cercise
Altura Headlines Exercigo
Daily Evaluation

Simulations "Spaceship Earth"
Altornative Futures Activity* Br
Lunch
Law of the .Seas Exercise
Curriculum Research Period
Final Evaluation

haring Global

-1/

the Year 2010



THE NC JERSEY CONSORTIUM FOR GLOBAL EDUCATION

in cooperation with

GLASSBORO STATE COLLEGE

Awards this Certificate to

In recognition of successful completion of the

GLOBAL EDUCATIONIUMMER INSTITUTE

Conducted August 16.21, 1962

at Glesetioroo New Jersey

--gaTMC177157.1.."
Summer Institute Director

Executive Director, Global Learning, Inc
Project Director
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A.

IV. AN INTA -W TO CLO

Animal "'own Game
Cooperative Cameo
P.O. Box 2002
Santa Barbara. CA 9312U

Buckminster Fuller Institute
World Resources Inventory
3501 Market St.
Philadelphia, PA 19104
215-387-5400

Center for International
Teaching and '4:ducation
60 :,ast 42nd St.
New York, NY 10165
212.972-9877

Center for ikieneu
Public Interest
1755 S Street, NW
Washington,: OC 20009

Center for Teaching Interne.
ARelations
University of Oenver
Denver, CO 80208
303453-2426
(Mayor distributor of teacher-
made K..12 materials)

Charles F. Kettering Foundation
School Improvement through Global 4ducation
5335 Far Hills Avenue
Dayton, Ohio 45429

Consortium for International Business
Education, Pacific Lutheran University
Tacoma, WA 98447
(Sample international business modules
Alfmilable)

it on" Into
road

Ns Rork, NY 10023

4ounoil on Le
-271 North Avenue
ilmv-Rochelle, NY 10801

7 VOlume World in the CUrriculum Series
Or college)

-ks

['CATION ktv;

ERIC CHESS
855 Proadway
Boulder, CO 50302
303-492-8434
(Clearinghouse for Social Studiou
Education)

Family Pastime
a. a. # 4
Perth, Ontario
6132674819
In Nev Jerseys
134 North Lain
201 - 826-0911

Coopera vo Games

Canada 7H 3C6

Ea garet Ingleee
St., Milltown' NJ 08850

Global Development Studies In
Millbrook School
Millbrook, NY 12545

Global Peropectives in aJucati Inc.
218 Fast 18th Street
New York,NY 10003
212475.-0850
(Publishes the crucial Information
Exchange Network newsletter, Theme

PAgelwA ;esource Directory, and
Zama magazine.

Learning Resources in In
777 United Nations Plaza
New York, K1 10017

on,

Studies

Mershon Center
Ohio State University
199 West 10th Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201
(Pioneers of the community in the world
movement)

Mid.'America Program for Global
Perspective. in Education
Social Studies Development Center
Indiana University
513 North Park
Bloomington, IN 47401

Office of International
U.S. Department of Uwe
Washington, D.C. 20202



on Reference Bureau, Inc.
137 Connecticut Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20036

Simile II
218 12th St.
Del harp CA 92014
(SimOation games)

Social Studies School Service
Global Education Catalogue
10,000 Culver Blvd., Dept. Y0
P.O. Box 802
Culver City, CA 90230

The Stanley Foundation
Stanley Building
Muscatine, Iowa 53761
(Sponsors conferences and publishes
occasional papers on globe. issues)

The World Affairs Council of Philadelphia
John Wanamaker Store, 3rd Floor Gallery
13th and. Warket Streets
Philadelphia, FA 19107
215-563.5363

The World Bank
1818 H Street, NW
Washington, DC 20433
202 - 477 -1234

UNESCO.Unipub
345 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10010
(PubliNoes UNESCO Cottrc- zine,

Intepational Schools Pro
and books)

U. S. Committee for UNICEF
331 Last 38th Street
New York, NY 10016
212 -686 -5522

World Without War Publications
421 S. Wabash Ave., 2nd Floor
Chicago, IL 60605
312-663-4250

Worldwatch Institute
1776 Massachusetts Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20036
(Publishes IlWorldwatch Papers

B. leitectockfief risme a arid Repou rcep

The following material" represent a core of global education resources to supplemert
the generous amounts of materials produced by the above - mentioned organisations.
Recently produced materials are included, but the reader is directed to the first
two items for extensive, annotated listings. See also Section III above-for addi.
tional materials.

Resource Guides

Myers, Donald W.
Texas 78701 : ,uthwes

Austin,

Bretz, Ida. Teachsea_liasourcitilonualog lorldaind e ssz AnApnktabmiiiibliogranhy
o CmrrOulggHKater4g/s_K4i. Los Angeless Curriculum Inquiry Center, Graduate
School of Education, U.C.L.A., 1981.

10.1_ Agss AniAcoloration_
B1 ton, Lianas

ation. Social Studies Development Can

0 1P

New Yorks McGraw-KM, 1979.

Getting Stutfd ig Globatiov
lington, VA 222091 National Association

6 6
IFS COPY MAW
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a- cultural Learning in K..12 Schools* Foreign Students an Honourees." (elide

tape prennntation) Washington, D.C. 200091 National Association for Foreign
Student Affairs, 1860 19th St., VW. 1982.

Edu _fok Prove and_Juptico - &Manual fop 'Leachers. Nary death Gallagher, James
McGinnis, Kathleen no McGinnis, Mary Ann McGivern and Luanne Schinzel, Institute
for Education in Peace and Justice, 2747 Hutgor, St. Louis, Mo. 63104.

obal Education." t coca. Columbus, Ohio 432101 College of
Education, Ohio State tniversity, 1945 N. High St., Vol. XXI, No. 3, Summer 1982.

Globes rducetior Support in Po11eY. Washingt5n, D.C. 20007: National School Boards
Association, 1055 Thomas Jefferson St., NW, 1980.

Hanvey, Robert G.
Perspectives, 197

onion High heel, 1982.

Nov York* Center for Global

Im viruz_ Internatipnal _Und ol,anUngs, A School DJstric laming Guide,.
u New Al Floyd Consolidated School Corp., 1 932.

National Association of Indepondent School°,
02109. 1977. 42.00

Albany,

4 Liberty

Mehlinger, Howard, et. al. Global Stuaes forAmertchnSchools. Washington, D.
National Education Association, 1979.

Overly, Norman V., Wt. al. G1obe1 studies* _Problems and Promifes for 41ementvy
Toulon,. Washington, D.C., Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development, 1976.

Richardson, John M. Jr. It /Loma_ A Positive_ Guide to _the_Nture
Washington, D.C. 200Jtsking,'36, US Association.for Club of Rome, 1735 be Salon St., NW, 1982.

Shane, Harold G. Qurr4culup Change:Towaxdthe___21nt Century. Washington, D.C:s HEA, 1977

World bale. 64 Washburn Avenue, Wellesley, MA 02121.
(Monthly social studio° resource and global perspective maps

weak ?zrefiA41 Rev
New York, NY 101

"News anq Views from the Foreign Press". 230 Park A
(016. annual magazine subscription)
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The major purpose of this tWtilLidtlob

the extent to whioh the objec:Livea, Leauit, , ate

outlined in the grant proposed nave been achieve

14101 014tPrI
Aftet grant was awarded, the New J_ soy Stet

partment withdrew from the project. A new timeline waa

conatructec and the grant was extended until January 1983.

Nine Leadership Seminars and four Summer Institutes were

held.

Method af value
Questionnaires were Issued at Pach Leadership Seminar

and Institute. They were summarized by the Consortium

Staff and the summaries served as tho basis of this

evaluation.

IV. supmary_ca tpe Evaluation

Overall, the participants rated the workshops as very

useful. They especia4y felt that the presenters were

good. The texts, activities, content and handouts all

received positive ratings. The group commented that the

qualit4' and quantity or instruction were very good. There

was some concern exprelsred about the relationship of the

activities to the purposes of the workshops, the limited

time in seminars, and the elementary/secondary orientation

of global concepts.

The objectives were although the number people

trained was only 86* of number anticipated. The Process

and Resource Manual will be completed by the and of January

according to the Project .rector.

The Results and Sena its were seen as rather unrealistic

for the scope of the project. The rudiments of a thorough

traininidi prog aM were evident, but intensive follow-up will

be needed.

VI. cgamapdatlpns ant8ecopmmenda na

The Consortium is common fed

attempting a broad -base4 approach to training.
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2. organizing and implementing quality workshops.

3. using good group process skills.

4. holding "job alike" workshops.

5. having workshops throughout the Mate.

6. employing a variety of teaching methods.

7. reestablishing a relationship with the N. J.

Department of Education.

meeting its objectives.

The Consortiun should consider:

1. increasing publicity to improve ttonsiancc at workshops,

2. preparing a pre-seminar packet.

3. narrowing its focus.

4. establishing more cealistic results and benefits goals.

5. conducting an in-depth follow-up survey.

6. revising its method of evaluation.

7. involving business and community representatives in

the project.

reviewing the activities evaluations prior to addi-

tional planning.

9. differentiati g training for elementary and secondary

teachers.

10. expanding tr ining beyond the awareness. level.
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TV. :-;UMMAPY or THr EVA1W%TtoW7,

!!c:Ilinarn and 1W;tifillf-- ir

me' he noodt, of the diverse Or0Ups the ronflortin

to reach. Each workshop had a different plannind -70:!mc,ittee dt

diftelent activit_ie were ePiplove; thz(mohout, worL

61milarly, the prev.enterts differed from workshop to wToL

shop. In some cases, resource people were brought in; in

case3, Lhe global ed. staff oi the member of the

proviod the training.

The diversity of the presentations clearly-demonntralet, tIiy

(-bric,rtium's belief that ctlobal edur'ation I not a 'canned packwle'.

rather it in a concept which !:houtd be infused in exltiho

cuLLIculu.

While the diversity of the work hops made the project mar

difficult to evaluate, the efforts to make each workshop uniqu..

paid off in terms of participant satisfaction.

Both the rating scale summaries and the open-ended comment.;

were overwhelmingly positive. This means that the participant.:4 .

felt that the seminars and institutes were useful and worthy of

the time expended.

To try to get a uniform picture from the workshops, we took

the five-point rating scale and combined some categories. We called

categories 1 and 2 negative. We defined rating category 3, the

middle category, as neutral and categories 4 and 5 as positive.

The reconstituting of these categories gave us a clear picture

of how the participants felt about the workshop.

We also read the 642 individual comments of the participants

which were made in response to the open-ended questions. Consis-

tent comments were extracted for disucssion in the evaluation.

All of the ratings and the comments appear in Appendix D.

72
(B)
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Percentage

Table 1

of Ratings by Category

n9.9.911= EMLLE01 Positive
Overall .9 5.9 93.2

Texts 2.2 20.9 76.9

Activities 3.3 14.0 82.7

Presenters 0.0 2.7 97.3

Content 1.0 4.0 95.0

Handouts .7 6.2 93.1

A complete summary of the ratings appears in Appendix E.

Pis ussiQn e_ Ratings

Overall

Participants were quite consistent in stating that their

workshops were useful. There were no sub-categories to this rating.

so we can conclude that as an overall impression participants felt

that the exposure to global education was positive and helpful.

This is perhaps the greatest indicator that the project was

successful in reaching its objectives. All other'ratings and

comments are in support of this major finding..

Texts

Texts were only used during the Summer Institutes. The two

texts used in all four institutes were An Attainable Global

Persrectilm and Schgolinc_and Citizenship a__Global Ace. These

were perceived as somewhat useful by the participants, but they

(lid not receive an overall rating of 5 (useful). The average

rting for both texts was 4. Supplementary readings were uied in

each workshop and these, too, received an average rating of 4,

which suggests that these were also viewed as somewhat useful.

Although the ratings were positive, this category received

the most neutral/negative ratings. ,This. suggest that the texts

should be care7ully recohsidered in future workshops. It could

not be clearly determined'whether the reactions were to the use of

tex a in general or these texts in particular.
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Activities

The Consortium made a real effort to diversify the1activitien

of the workshop. There was a minimum of lecturino and _1

of group process methodology employed. Sirauletion, for ..x.-mpie,

Was used frequently to get the group invoi ed in discuntHvns about

global concepts. Films, readings and pope pencil exerisos were

also used.

Participants had mixed views about the activities. The groups,

in fact, had different opinions of the same activities. For ex-

ample, the "Evaluating Proposed Solutions Exercise" received a very

high average rating of 4.5 at the Princeton Summer Institute, but

only received a neutral 3.5 rating at the Pompton Lakes Summer

Institute.' Despite the varied opinions, the overall rating of 82.7%

of the participants was positive.

Participants gave high ratings to the simulation exerc

and the film, "The Last Epidemic". The activities which we

perceived as most useful were: "Bafa Bafa" simulation, . Ealdice

simulation, Human Rights exercise, and "Spaceship Earth" simulation.

The success of activities are a product of the structure of

the activity, content, and group dynamics. The fact that the

,simulations stood out as being the most popular activities sug-

gests that the group dynamics were very positive. This finding

is also supported by the open-ended comments of participants.

Presenters )

We have indicated that a variety .of presenters were used.

The only consistency of presentation came from the Consortium

staff which facilitated the workshops. Of all the categories

rated, this one was the most positive. No presenter received a

negative rating in any of the 8 sessions in which they were rated.

In fact, 97.3% of the respondents felt positive about the pre-

senters. The presenters were perceived as well prepared, know-

ledgeable, responsive try the group, effective as presenters, and

effective as group leaders.

The one consistent name which came up in the Open-ended

responses is that of Jeff Brown, the Project Director. He is

perceived as being organized and havibg good group process ski

(10 74



The quality of the presenters and the processes that they
used are related to the overall positive rating of this project.
When you find divergent groups consistently agreeing on a tQpic
as they have in this instance, there must be some validity to
their perceptions. In this case, the participants recognized
the quality of the instruction they were receiving.

Contept

Content was rated by participants to determine the extent
to which it provided sufficient information, was relevant, and
was organized. The responses were, again, very positive in all
three categRries with 95% of the participants at the seven work-
shops which were rated givfng a 4 or 5 rating.

PanlOut_s

The materials which were used in the workshops were deemed
to be useful, legible and organized by 93.1% of the respondents.
Some were used in conjunction with activities, while others were
for supplemental reading. The participants saw the relevance
of the materials to workshop activities and to the future study
of global education.

These comments are not presented in any particular order.
They represent the evaluator's summary of comments written by
participants. They were gleamed from the 642.Fommenti written
by the participants; All comments may be found in Appendix D.

1. Knowledgeable presenters 1The presenters were very
knowledgeable about topics presented.

2. Good organization/timing - The presenters were well
prepared and made the most of the time available.
Good group process skills - Participants felt com-
fortable with the group and were willing participants.
This takes some preparation on the part of the pre-
senters and facilitators.

Group leadership - Jeff Brown is perceived as being,
organized and keeping things moving in a pleasant way.
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Simulations good - Several commented that in addition
to learning about global education, they learned how to
use simulation as a teaching technique.

6. Global perspective - One of the objectiver wati to help
participants to develop IA global perspective. Many
indicated that their perspetive was broadened by the
workshop.

Interaction with others - Many participants felt that they
gained a great deal by interacting with others holding
similar positions. The types of activities employed
fostered this interaction.

Good teachinv - The good quality of instruction was noted
by many participants. Indicators of quality moat e-
quently noted were: good process skills, being we
prepared, good activity pacing, and a high level o
interaction among participants.

9. Relevant - According to several participants there is
a need to heighten people's awaren about global itsues.
Many perceived the seminars and institutes as addressing
this need.

10. Wealth of resources - The quality and quantity of materials
were felt to be good.

11. Infusion stressed - Although the word infusion appeared
in' very few comments, many participants commented on'how
they would incorporate global education in existing
curricula. Very few commented on developing global
courses or separate curriculum., The intent of the project
was to use an infusion approach to include global
education in the curriculum.

12. Intellectually stimulating - Participants felt intellec-
tually challenged in the workshops. This was particularly
true of the Summer Institutes when global education could':
be examined in greater detail.

Con cerna/Iasues/Feelinas

These comments should not be considered all negative. Several

'comments might, in fact, be considered positive outcomes by the

seminar leaders. They are presented here to show the feelings ex-

pressed by some participants. It is important to note that these

comments occurred less, frequently than those listed under Positive

Comments.

1. Limited time - Several participants in the two-day
LeadershiprSeminars felt that there was not enough
time to cover such a broad topic.

Secondary orientation - Some filamentary teachers felt
that the workshop was geared toward the secondary level

(12)
76
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and expressed concern about how they would adept the
activities to the lower elementary level.

Simulation good, but... - While most participants felt
that simulation was a very good teaching technique, they
had difficulty relating the simulations to the overall
purposes of the workshop. Some felt that simulations
lacked substances.

4. Activity frustration - The nature of global education
and world problems is such that there are no easy
anawers. Some felt frustrated by this but recognized
that it was helpful in heightening their awareness.

Usefulness to some groups - Not everyone was clear how
they would use their new found knowledge or disseminate
it to others.

6. Bias of presentation -Very few codnented on this but
at least two participants saw the notion of cooperation
among people of differing ideologies as a threat. There
was concern about how global education might be perceived
in "conservative" communities.

7. More time for materials - There were a wealth of resources
used and some participants felt overwhelmed by them.
Several suggested that some materials be handed out in
advance of the workshop so that they could be better
utiliized.

B. Clearer purpose - In the view of some, the purposes of
the workshop were not made clear at the outset. Others
expressed a need tollave umterial in advance so they
would know what the purposes are and could use the
workshop time more effici4ntly.

(13
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New Jersey Consortium for Global Education
1981-8 g 12L.

floss Chinning. Preedent
Middl4eeii County College
Edwin NJ 081:117rid
201 -64813000

Jerkin? I, artron

Olobal Owning. Inc
40 El Futerinn Avenue
haceitcler. NJ 07042
Proett Director
Statewide Model Pr oirem
201-783.7016
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Qom County Comrreiny College,
Center kw International %mom
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APPENDIX C

Robert G. Hanvey

An Attainable Global POrspective

The need for education that promotes a global
perspective is increasingly apparent. What is less
clear is just what constitutes such a perspective,
particularly one which young people might actually
big abla to attain in fhp -r)111,e of Moir forin01 and
informal education In weir follows, I will describe,
certain modes of thought, sensitivities, intellectual
skills, and explanatory capacities which might in
seine measure contribute to the formation of a
global perspective.

What is a global perspectival As conceived
here a global perspective is not a quantum, some-
Ming you either have or dun t have, it is 0 blend
of many things and any given individual may be
rich in certain elements and relatively lacking in
others. The educational goal broadly seen may be
to socialize significant collectivities of people Sc
that the important elements of a global perspective
are represented in the group. Viewed in this way,
a global perspective may be a variable trait pos-
Pissed in some form and degree by a population,

with the precise character of that perspective de-
termined by the Specialized capacities, predispo-
sitions, and attitudes of the group's members. The
implications of this notion, of course, is that di-
versified talents and inclinations can be encouraged
and that standardized educational effects are not
required. Every individual does not have to be
brought to the same level of intellectual and moral
development in order fora population to be moving
in the direction of a more global perspective.

"Global ducetion." T o-
Gollege e Education,
Ohio. 43210. Summer

With these thoughts in mind we can identify
five dimensions of a global perspective. These are:

1 perspective ....:onsciousness
2. -Stale of the Planet" Awareness
3. dross- Cultural Awareness
4. Knowledge of Global Dynamics
5. Awareness of Human Choices

Perspective Consciousness

the recognition or awareness' on the part of the
individual that he or she has a view of the war/u
that is nor unersally r.t'arecl, that this view of the
world has been and continues to be shaped by
influences that often escape conscious detection,
and that others have views of the world that are
profoundly different from bne'e own.

Few of us In our lives can actually transcend
the viewpoint presented by the common carriers of
information and almost none of us can transcend
the cognitive mapping presented by the culture in
which we grew up. But with effort we can at least
develop a dim sense that we have a perspective,
that it can be shaped by subtle influences, and that
others nave different perspeCtives. This recognition
of the existence, the malleability, and the diversity
of perspective we might call perspectIVe conscious-
ness. Such an acknowledgeiNent is an important
step in the development of a perspective that can
legitimately be called global.

One must make a distinction between opinion
and perspective. Opinion is the surface layer, the
conscious outcropping of perspective. But there are
deep and hidden layers of perspective that may be
more importerit in orienting behavior. For example.

n o P et c e, The Ohio State University
Hi ."Pi St. , Cdiumbueo

982. 4.5
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in the deep layers of Western civilization has been
the assumption that human dominance over nature
Is both attainable and desirable. This, until recently,
has not been a matter of opinion but assumed as
a given.

One of the interesting things that reform and
protest movements do is to carry out mining op.
.rations in We deep layers, They dredge to the
%Once, aspects of perspective that have never be-
fore seen the light of day. Once made visible, these
may become the foci of debate, matters of opinion
The environmental movement surfaced the "as-
sureptiOn of mans right to dominion over nature
rind Itititi pn!,0(.1 some pholosOphical choice, that
had previously escaped notice: The feminist move-
fnent raised the consciousne,s of women and men
with respect to -women's place." They labeled the
rilOct commonplace behaviors and attitudes -chau.
4mm,- and thus revealed the deeper layers of
perspective in action

I have suggested that with effort we can de
iretop in the young at lei g1 n 'tiro sense, a groping
recognition of the fact that they have a perspective.
And this is very different from knowing that they
have opinions. At the present time the schoolS and
the media socialize all of us to be traders in opinion.
We learn this through discussion and debate, through
the contentious format of forums and organizational
meetings, thrOugh talk shows and newspaper col.
umnists. We learn, especially_ , that the individual IS
expeeted to have opinions and to be willing to
assert them. And we learn tacit rules about
orating- differences in opinions so &sainted.

We can also learn, if we Approach the task
with a sure sense of purpose, how to probe the
deep layers of perspective. A variety of specialists
and social commentators regularly operate in these
reairriS and there are well-developed rlthOds and
techniques. Some of these methods can be learned
and practiced. For example, some (but not all) val-
ues clarification exercises can heighten awareness
of otherwise unrevealed aspects of perspective. At
the very least it should be \x Bible to teach al
any young person to reCOgnize a probe of the de
layers when he sees it. Such probes come in many
forms, from the ironic humor of a -Doonesbury"
cartoon strip to the pop sociology of a book like
Future Shock.

"State of the Planet" Awaren

Awareness of prevailing world conditions
velopments, including emergent conditions and
trends, e.g_ population growth, migrations, --0-

noma: cendifions, tosourca9 and rlhy!U erivir,,,,-
.moirt, political developmenit, iicionce and
technology, law, health, infor-nalion and intra-nafrol;
conflicts,

For most primate in the world. direct oxperience
beyond the local community is infrequentor non-
existent. It is not uncommon to meet residents of
Chicago's neighborhoods who have never traveled
the few miles to the central business district. or
sophisticated New York taxicab drivers who have
never been further south than Philadelphia. If this

rue for a geographically mobile society like the
United States, it is even more a fact for other parts
of the world, Tourism, urban migrations, commerce,
and business travel notwithstanding, most people
live out their lives in rather circumscribed local
surroundings.

Communication Media and Planet Awareness

Direct experience is not the way that contem-
porary peoples learn about their world. Nonliterate
village or suburban housewife. it doesn t matter
Mat one Mee close to home. Information travels
rapidly and far through the mass media. News of
a border crisis in the Middle East reaches within
hours the shopkeeper In Nairobi, the steel worker
in Sweden. the Peruvian villager. I here is now a
demonstrated technical capacity for simultaneous
transmission of messages to almost the entire hu-
man species. The charaCter of the messages is
Something else again. Here we must ask, do the
Maine' received on those millions of transistor
radios and televISIOn sets Contribute meaningfully
to a valid picture of world conditions? That question
matters because it is difficult to Imagine a global
perspective that does nbt include' a reasonably de-
pendable sense of what shape the wand is in.

Generally speakirig, the media In almost every
country will transmit news from around the world.
Unfortunately_ , the fundamental quality of news IS
its focus on the extraordinary event. An outbreak
of influents is news: endemic malaria is not. A rapid
decline in values On the world's stock exchanges
is news; the long- standing_ poverty of hundreds of
millions is not. So, there are significant limits and
distortions in the, view of the world conveyed by,
news media. Nonetheless, the prospect Is not en-
tirely Weak. For Orte thing, the characteristic inter-
eats of the news media can be exploited; events
can be staged in such a way as to call attention
to world condition not ordinarily Judged newswor-
thy. A world conference can be convened on food
or population or pollution problems. The conference
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Linitte to Underatendinit
there errs other sources 01 distortion Poi, 'al

ideology chokes off the flow of Some information.
the defense and security !syndrome of nations bibilss
Still other informahon. arid me yaloctlyn co-isqf

01 iiiiillences constricts yet other channels. As an
1115lanCe of Me first. Americans until reCeritly lavrt

ti little access to information about Cuba under
tlti As an example of the second, the testing

iif fiuclem weapons by the French and the Indians
on recent years produced few hard details atiout

yam!. fallout, ote ii.lovernments have ways to
obtain the .4,rrrialion. pubic ) on not ) As for pat,
terms of ,s,,idience .merest and disinterest. consider
now ulih aItsintiors is pais' to the atiairs of small
'" "' it :" 1!. !!!! fir!al areal.

wont). arid wilt no complaint from the audience
Finally. there is the chatter of the technical

nature 01 worio data ;ham are now unprecedented
resosrres for gonoralinq information about the stale
of the frahet. and for sharing and processing the
inlafinatiOn ir, order 00IAin a sense of the im
portant patterns. But !he procedures are highly
7c;:nr:c3! an !ne rcnLA5 aApres:;00
terms. A certain level of education is required to
:lee the full significance of the data

erCeming the Limitations

This is an inStanCe where the eilerie5 of the
schoolv property directed, might resolve the clues.

r, T. favor at t! 's,) general. populace. If from the
earliest grides on students examined and puzzled
over cases her seemingly innocent behaviors-r
the diet rich nimal protein. the lavish use of
fetitirer on the suburban lawn and golf course'
were Shown to have effects that were both unin-
tended and global in scope, tnen thwe could be a
receptivity tor that kind of technical information
necessary to understand many global issue*. Sit-
uations such as the depletion" of ozone in the at.
mospnere from airosol sprays would not seem
forbidding. it would be another instance of a Model
alseady ted, Students would have a frame-

OM Withal to handle it: As for the technical
spools of something the ozone situation,

do not seem bey tale reach of *clime and soda
sh.octiaS departments tat focus cooperatively on
the technical dimensions of Kindleant planetary
conditions. It. may bit true Mat school progrrs are

fiat neeey into Preen°, .

t e of
outside
casiaolies
Cross,Culturel Awareness

our a task, but if is nit

Awareness of the dwo1511Y i
to Do found in tummy? :.ocieflo5 the viq__
(il how $uch idea$ and prachces compare. and
I WW1 1111(1 1011111 1111111(0 pe(101 fj011 .(10

.11,11 W.lya Of (n/e' (Von ritieloty mde/ be vretil'd
/tom offter vantitun ionic

t his may be One of the morn dilficult dimen
sions to attain It is one thing In have torne knowl=
edge of world conditions The air is saturated with
that kind of information, It is another Ming to com-
prehend and accept the consequences of the basiC
human capacity for creating unique cultures with
the resultant profound differences :n OulloOk. and

.tice manifested among societies These differ.
enure' are widely known at the level of my!!! tire,.
?owe. and burst impression. Out they are not
deeply and truly known, ifi spite of the waWworn
efhortalinti to "i_ordoiSland others,' Such a ' in=
damental acceptance seems to be resisted by pow

it forces in the human psychosocial system
Several million yeArti of evolution Seem to have

produced in us a creature that does not easily
f trio raoratiO(.4 of its own Ipeciel !Mat is
stated In rather exaggerated form but it refers to
the fact that human groups commonly have difficulty
in accepting the humanness of other human groups.

The practice of naming One's Own group "the
people" and by implication relega' nq all others to
not-quote-human status has been ., 'merited in
nonliterale groups alt over the world. But it is simply
one manifestation of a species trait that shows
itself in modern populations as well It is there in
the hostile laces Di the white parents demonstrating
against school busing. You will find it lurking in the
background as Russians and Chinese Meet at the
negotiating table to work out whet is ostensibly a
boundary dispute. And It flares into the open during
tribal disputes 'n Kenya.

There was a time when the solidarity of small
groups of humans was IN basis for the survival
of the specie*. But in the context of mass popu-
lations and weapons of mass clestivAtveness. group
solidarity and the associated tt.tdericy to deny the

umanness of other peoples pose serious threats
This apecles. When we speak of "humans" it is

important that we include not only Meet ,es and
our Immediate 'group but all four and one half
Of tnOse Other bipeds, however strange their ways.
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Eros is the primary re,tsu1 fur cross ri
awareness If we are to arena the hurnanom.s or
those others, then the strangeness of thee way%
must heconie less , mum, it, 1)M;01111!

belillYilbfr, Merrily. that means getting inside the
heads of (hose strangers nand looking) out at (ho
world through iheir eyes Thorn thrt strange becomes
familiar and totally believable This iS a most difficult
trick to pull off, h there may NI methods that will
increase the probability of SuCces% Further, there
are lesser degren5 of cross cultural awareness than

inw heed, these more modest degree!:
ire rnecs am salt In he sCorneci

Knowledge of Global Dynamics

Some modest comprehension Of key traits and
mocnanismq of the world system. wile empliaso
on theories and concepts that may increase Intel=
liyrnl corilootniness of global change.

How does the world work? Is it a vast, whirr!
rnj,cnine spinning ponderously around a small yet-
iow sun Is there a lever we can push to avert
arnine ,n south Asia, or one mat will cure world
intuition or one to Slow the growth of world pop-
ulation' Is it our ignorance of which lever to rit',ve
that results in tragedy and crisis" Is it our ignorance
of how the gears intermesh that causes breakdowns
n the stability of the system?

Or is the machine useful as a Mat prior? IS rt

pOl haps bettor to think of the world as an organism.
evolving steadily in response to the programming
in its germ plasm? Are wars and famines merely
minor episodes in the biological history of a planet
serenely following a script alregdy written?

The latter view is not a comfortable one fOr
people in industrial societies, raised to believe that
almost anything Can be engineered including the
destiny of the world. But the machine image doesn't
quite work. either, although we continue (as I have
done) to speak of "mechanisms The idea of a
machine suggests an assembly of parts that inter-
connect in a very positive fashion. So positive that
when you nu.nipulate one part you get immediate,
predictable, and quantifiable respOnse in Other parts
That does nut seem to describe the world as we
know it

But both machines and organisms are systems
of interconnected elements and it is the idea of
SyStem that now prevails. How does the world
vinrk", An a system What does Mat mean's It means
we must put aside simple notions of cause and
effect Things interact, in complex and surprising
ways -Effects' loop back and become "causes"

which have effects which p back _ It m
Mal sallow eventa ramify--- untuvlievabiy

Chit lets begin to talk in more concrete Wiles
What exactly might the school-, teach 000111 global

dynamics? rho answer proposed limo is very
leCtive, with the criterion of selection being, does
the particular learning corolibute to an understand
ing of global change, because the corilrol of change
is the central problem of our era, There are changes
we desire and seem unable to attain There ate
changes we wish to COnstrain and. as yot. Cannot
There is also another kind of change in spite of
our difficulties we are growing in our capacities to
detect add manipulate change, A global perspective
that fails lo comprehend both the problems of change
and promise of improved Control will not be worthy
of the name

Three categories of learning about change sug,,
qeet ItitelmelveL

1 Basic principles of social systems
ramifications of elements_ in social

unanticipated consequences
overt and covert functions of eiements

-feedback. positive and negative

2 Growth as a form of change
-desired growth in the form of econc reic
development

-undesired growth in the form of exonnential
increase in population, resource depletion,
etc.

3. Global planning
- national interacts and global planning
- attempts to model the world system as re-
lated to national policy formulation

Awareness of Human Choices

Some awareness of the problems of ChOiCe con-
fronting individuals, nations, and the human species
as consciousness and knowledge of the global Sys-
tem expands.

Throughout I have bilked of changes In aware-
ness. Awareness of our own culture! perspective,
awareness of how other peoples view the world,
awareness of global dynarnies and patterns of
change. In this final section I with Ito emphasize
that such heightened awareness, deli!able as it is,
brings with it problems of choice. At) an instance,
in a -pre-awareness- stage the undoubted benefits
of pesticides in agriculture, forestry, and the control
Of diSeases such as malaria provide clear lustifi-
canal for prolific application,
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n,rnains It)ery a new Cognition ,n the world.
h ,se tr,lt !hurl." are tong hem and .subtle risk%
'. it'. WO `)Cok: admit that other people

1,11 future. vjp mot., a! ions have right% Once we aid
net This new knowledge has not had the power
to half tie use of DOT where hie and health are
under ce.err! threat, but it nos had the effect of
blocking its use in many other parts of the world
To put it simply. there are now two possible be-
haviors with respect to CDT

if it will solve a problem, use it
even If It will solve a problem, don t use it

Tht second of Mese behaviors originates in the
new cognition, the new awareness, of risks and
!ogres

The DOT situation is simply an instance, a small
manifestation of the major cognitive revolution that
is now under way. But it IS a representative one.
Many practices once essectially automatic, whose
benefits were assumed, are now questioned. They
are questioned because we know new things, We
know how to measure minute quantities We knOw
that factors interconnect in complex ways. We know
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4.1.1 Jf PlaS' if' Oa. Cooloikt Of the new
cognition ion dues riot proceed automatically

of advantage and disadvantage be-
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morn reasoned process That
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C Cnt.101 !Liad (On o t

P1;11 1,100d Involves a -hill from
e-uloOal to a global r ognitiOn In the ore qloual

%lair rational oinsigeration 01 goals, methods, and
consequences tends to be limited to the near the
near in lime and social identity. The preoccupation
with the short-terel Jinn the neglect of the long.
firm has been particularly charactertsttc of W -n
Industrial SoCielies

og oi not
I)* ncted view of the future but by trealic)vriell;

itliin nieoly of linsages between events, a linear
:,Qitle thing:: are cautATS and

things are eltectS thIS theory leads In its most
1..,10,11f XIII and 'radical form to the conclusion

iilitiOr are the result ot !wile cauSeS
personified In primitive societies this

the bar.is of witchcraft and ghost beliefs In a so-
phisticate _71ely 111s0 Out own we have me recent
eiKampie of two president,; who employed the CIA

iiiister lu,e,get inhoenCe that must
sureiy have been the root cause ut the antiwar
movement

T he emergent global cognition contrasts sharply
with the pre-global Long term conseguenCeS begin
to be considered. Linkages between events are
seen in the more complex light of systems theory
Social goals and values are made explicit and vul
nerabie to challenge= And nations begin to note that
their interests and activities are not separable from
the interests and activities of others Further, SyS
tematic attention is given to problems that tran
scend me national, regional, or coalitional; human
peCtilnenr, oirshal ervihry, Ye a certmeiy not
achieved. Pre-global forms of knowing continue to
Orient much of human behavior. But the transition
is under way, driven by the convergent energies of
a variety of social movements.

In summary, we are in a period of transitit,n,
moving from a pre-global to a global cognition,
Global cognition is characterized by new knowledge
of system interactions, by new knowledge in plan.
ning human action. As such, knowledge and its
rational use expands human choices expand, An
awareness of INS expanded range of ChOice con-
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APPENDIX

Where We Stand
on Global Education:

Position Statements from
Education Organizations

"GETTING STARTED IN GLOBAL EDUCATION, A PRIMER FOR PRINCIPALS
AND TEACHERS."

National Aasoclra
1801 North Moore

In 1978. the Natiusal Association
of Elementary School Principals

passed a resolution recognizing "the
need for understanding of peoples at
home and abroad and for intelligent
leadership in global matters." The res-

Lolution, which urged principals to
establish global education programs in

Ieir schools. was, like all resolutions,
a ratification of belief and commit-
ment, ror NAESP has been involved
in global education programs for a

number of years, first through a pilot
project funded by the Longview
Foundation and now through a fed-
erallyfunded program for international
understanding in the schools.

Our aim in these endeavors has not
been to impose yet another curriculum
add-on, a ne* set of "shoulds" for the
American school. Instead, we have
been engaged, with others of like mind,
in forging a new concept of citizenship-
that includes a global dimension. We
envisionand indeed the times de-
manda world made up of people
who are citizens not only of their local
community and their country, but of
the global village as well. They know
how frog* are the geopolitical bound-
arks that divide nation from nation

on of Elementary School Principals
t., Arlington, VA 22209 (703-620.. OD)

and how pervasive are the bonds that
join one people to another in common
humanity '1 hey know as Hendrick
van Loon wrote in his 1932 Geogra-
phythat "we arc all of us fellow-
passengers on the same planet 'and
we arc all of us equally responsible for
the happiness and well-being of the
world in which we happen to live."

As educators, it is our duty to pro-
mote respect and appreciation for the
diversity of the world's cultures and
understanding of how the istoblems
and promises of one impinge upon

_another. In our work in the area of
global education, NAESP has shown
that it recognizes and accepts that

'duty. And as the following polici
statements indicate, we are joined by
a growing number of education
organizations.

Samuel G. Sava
Executive Director
National Association of
Elementary School Principals

urges the establishment of
educational programs which rrefleci an
international point of view and en-
gender respect fdr and appreciation of
the diversity of the orkl's cultures

79

and its peoples, promote knowledge
concerning various peoples and prob-
lems that relate to the world commu-
nity; provide opportunities to acquire
competence in foreign languages." .

American Association
of School Administrators

"The American Federation of Teach-
ers believes that now is the time for
major legislative initiatives foctising on
language training and international
studies. . .. Effective measures should
be directed at our elementary and sec-
ondary student s az well as adult.%
As teachers we can also hope that
new concentration on language and
international studies esin help to int-
prove the quality of our schools' cur-
ricula by addressing the public's de-
mands for rigor and competency. We
believe that by doing this our public
-school system will also be better
equipped to expose young people and
future citizens to our basic values of
democracy and human rights.

American Federation
of Teachers

"Teacher cod should help teach.
ers acquire deeper understanding Pf
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NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR THE SOCIAL STUDIES

.S.411 )1 Boards
Aim/041mM

3lobal Education Position Statement Approved
- Technological advances, increased trade,

urism and cultural exchanges, environ-
'enter cOnCerns, competition for markets

scarce resources, and the continuing
'ms race We drawing nations and peoples
to increasingly complex relationships. M-
essed human interactions across national,
id continental boundaries Increase the
Jtennal for both cooperation and con-
ics. The day-to-day lives of average chi-
ns, as well as the destinies of nations, are

dog influenced by our growing into.
ational. cross - cultural lints.
The phenomenon or etobalization is evi-

ent in a variety of ways, including; (I) the
/elution of global systems of cornrnu-
;cation and tramixotation; (2) the ineor-
'ration of local, regional, and national
311110MillS in a world-wide global econ-
my; (3) increased interaction between
'defies, resulting in a global culture which
dsts along with an array f distinctive
cal, national, and regions cultures: (e)
le emergence of a woe -"ride inter'-
ational system which is er ding the tracti-
onal boundaries} between domestic and

Ifernational Wines; (3) the increasing

impact of human activity upon the planet's
ecosystem and the increasing constraints on
human activity imposed by the limits of the
system; and (5) an expanding global con-
sciousness which enhances awareness of
our identities as members of the human
species, as inhabitants of the planet Earth,
and as participants in a global system.'

Human life has been globalized to the
;nine. where we hi-r the wno !owe
commonly viewed ourselves and others.
The view of the world as a collection of
countries pursuing separate destinies is no
longer accurate. Rather, globalization has
progressed to she point where each of us is
constantly touched by interactions within
the global system.

The growing interrelatedness of life on
our planet has increased the need for citi-
zens to possess the knowledge and sensi-
tivity required to comprehend the global
dimensions of political, economic, and cut.
tural phenomena. Although highly trained
specialists in foreign languages and in
international affairs play a vital role in our
nation's transnational interactions, it is
imperative in a democracy that public un-

derstanding of global events and processes
be widely shared. Our nation's security,
prosperity, and way of life are dependent in
large part on citizens developing the cap-
acity to comprehend transnational, cross-
cultural interactions and to participate
constructively in decisions influencing for-
eign policy.

The Montan of Global Education
Global education refers to efforts to

cultivate in young people a perspective of
the world which emphasizes the inter-
connections among cultures, species, and
the planet. The purpose of global edit-
cation is to develop in youth the know-
ledge, skills, and attitudes needed to live
effectively in a world possessing limited
natural resources and Characterized by eth-
nic diversity, cultural pluralism, and in-
creasing interdependeqa. The, need to
improve. the international orientation c
children and youth is widely rote
Nonetheless, concert) d'efforts toupgrqde
and expand the global diniendotte of
elementary and secondary curricula are not
widespread. Furthermore,' only a



percentage of those nude-nil who attend
college !icy* transnational, cross-cultural
experiences or enroll In courses in inter
national studies. Thus, fur most citizens,
the elementary and secondary schools are
Important agencies in. our society for nur
turlAg constructive attitudes toward global
:Tinter's, and for providing basic knowledge
about international events and processes. It
is clear that the foundation for our under-
standing of world events, the impact of

international issues on our daily lives, and
the interrelatedness of peoples and of cul-
tures must; be built at the elementary and
secondarylevels,

The National Council for the Social
Studies recognizes the urgent need to im-
prove and to expand the global dimensions
of }he social studies curriculum. The
recommendations offered here follow from
the NCSS Curriculum Guidelines, which
state that "the basic goal of social ..q.uclies
education is to prepare young people to be
human, rational. participating citizens in
world that is becoming increasingly inter-
dependent." The framework of the Guide-
lines presents four goal areas for the social
studies knowledge, at-iiities, valuing, and
social participation. Global education
should be interpreted and Implemented
within this framework, A global per-
spective should permeate the total spec-
trum of social studies goals, offerings,
materials, and instructional strategies.
Global education needs to be viewed as
part of the foundation of social studies
education and as being more fund-
amentally Important than a mere addition
to the currieu!'im.

The subject matter and values of slobsl
education should, not be limited to social
studies. However, due to the type of aca-
demic and professional training that they
have received and the n tote of the Subject
matter of social stud , social studies
teschers are in a key post ion to play a lead-
ing role in bringing a gl bal perspective to
the school curriculuin t the building and
district levels.

The two major thru is of these guidelines
are that social studies should assume a
major role in providing students whit
opportunities (I) to learn to perceive and
understand the world as a global system,
and (II2so see themselves as participants in
that system, recognizing the benefits. costs,
rights, and responsibilities inherent - ouch
participation.

Ila+eenunessdatloet

THE SOCIAL STUDIES SHOULD
EMPHASIZE:

that the human experience is an in-
ermine, stabilized phenomenon in which
poopk ore corwenrly being ',Premed by
tratetastIonal, croee-cultural, multi-cub
Nett multi-ethnic Interraions:

Vitwifig human experience only iii ilia-
lion to a North Amerirat or a Furopfaii
frame of reference has been a lung- stand=
iris bias in education in the United Stales,
Imlay, the social studies should include a
world- centered treatment of humankind.
For example, the teaching of history can be
iniproced by the use of a global approach
to the study of our past and by the addition
to the curriculum of more content focused
on developing nations and domestic minor-
'ties.

. the variety of actors cm the world
stage;

The dramatic increase in 'munition&
interactions in re,..mt years has produced
growing numbers of individuals, groups,
and agencies with international contacts
and influence. The character and influence
of multinational corporations, church
groups, scientific and cultural organi-
zations, United Nations agencies, and
local, state. and federal agencies deserve
fuller treatment in the social 'ludic, curri
cilium.

hot k pt
the world mint

The human-natural environment should
be seen as a single system. This requires an
emphasis on: (I) the ultirriate dependence
of humankind upon natural resources; (2)
the fact that natural resources are limited;
(3) the nature of the planet's ecosystem;
and (4) the impact of ecological laws on
human culture.

. the linkages between present social,
politico!, and ecological realities' and alter-
native futures;

Students should perceive the
relationsfiips between past, present, and fu-
ture. The use of "historical flashbacks,"
for example, can add to students' under-
standing Of the relation of past to present.
Greater emphasis is needed on studies de-
signed to improve students' ability to see
rAurnt ehericrm as links to possible alter-
native futures.

. . participation in world affairs:

World affairs have often been melted as
a spectator sport In which only the "ex-
pert" can participle. The increasing
globalization of the human condition has
created additional opponanities and
responsibilities for the individuals and
groups to take personal, social, and politic-
al fiction in the international *feria. The
curriculum should demonstrate that Ind! w-
'dada and groups eirrinfluesce and can be
influenced by world events. Furthermore.
the social studies curriculum should help to
develop the understindinp, skillf, and aid
codes needed to respond effectively and
reeponsibly to world events.

-d1
the Ilemlities of kducaiIonal Change

Sound educational responses to the chal-
lenges of Interdependence, cultural diver-
sity, and competition for scarce natural
resources require careful attention to the
realities of educational change. Efforts to
improve global education in the schools
must lake into account the fact that schools
are complex human organizations subject
to many demands and pressures. Indivi-
duals and groups involved in our edu-
cational system include: parents, students,
teachers, administrators, local curriculum
committees, professional educational asso-
ciations, accrediting agencies, textbook
publishers, state departments of education.
.and special interest groups.

In light of these realities, improvemen.,
in global education, like general edu-
cational reform efforts, require: (I) that a
thorough assessment be made of existing
opportunities to encourage global edu-
cation and that obstacles to those efforts be
identified and confronted; (2) that specific
practical steps be taken to itrengasen on-
going programs in global educafldb; (3)
that successful experimental efforts In
global education be expanded; and (4) that
new Initiatives in global education be
stimulated.

To become a more effective asent of cid-
zen education In a global age, the schools In
general and the sodsl studies in particular
need to cowinue to expand efforts to
globalles the curriculum. The National
Council for the Social Studies urges such
action and offers a variety of materials and
strvices to help social studies educators get
on with this Important task.

Not.: At its March 1981 rtreatllrg, the
Executive Committee of the d of
Directors approved this final draft of a
position statement on,global education.
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Why G.Jobal rdo on?

According to The Report to the P ent From the President's Com-

mission on Foreign Language and International Studies: "Our schools

graduate a large majority of students whose knowledge and vision atop

the American shoreline, whose approach to international afidira is

vincial, and whose heads have been filled with astonishing mis-pa

information." "If our schools are ach more effectively about

other countries and cultures we must provide teachers with the knowl-

nd tools the task requires...." 'A mador focus, therefore, should

nal development: motivating teachers and giving them

the means to ,expand their skills in international affairs. Frogress

in 11 thee respects will require. action by several agencies of the

educational system:

be on

--State and local education leaders should provide strong leader-
ship at their respective levels.

--Professional education associations should int,2nsify their
international education efforts, both to keep their const tu-
encies informed of their importance and to encourage them to
implement specific programs.

--Teacher professional development programs in international edu-
cation should be strengthened and expanded to all subject fields
and involve summer institutes, experience abroad, and ongoing
programs in school districts....

For international education to take hold in our schools requires a

much more vigorous, sustained and comprehensive effort than has been

possible through the many laudable but short-lived activities aimed at,

one or another elemcnt in the system. Coordinated efforts

:el..; 14 a otatej

deve and_imolant i terrnational studies K-1 (Pages 49-52)

(Emphasis added.)

fund ng, arc now needed

S'tren-thThrolisdoattAcrittueof D4Cspabilt9r. A Report to

the President from the President's Commission on Foreign Language

and International Studies. Washington, D.C., 1979.
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Ai 1ERICAN ASSOC1,477()N or COLLITC,Lc
FOR TEACHER LDLICATION

One threent CirrIr
Wolnsfon, f7. C, 2(X)36

A Global Perspective For
Teacher Education
Powerful forces are changing the conditions of Illy
around the world. As world population increases, re-
sources become more scarce, and tensions aw height.
ened between "have" and "have -nut" minims hi
protect what they have or to gain what they Nee ;sit.
nations have built up armaments to an unprecedented
and extremely dangerous degree. International rela-
tions are more viimple, than ever before, and it be-
comes clear that global problems (minor ne solved he
one or only a tew countries.,

International understanding. therefore, is a elm's(
cntical need if the world community is to resolve illese
problems.

At the same time, the network of communications
among nations has been strengthened, Science and
technology are revolutionizing the flow of informa-
tion. Multinational corporations conduct an increas.
ingly large portion of transnational business, More na-
tions are joining the United Nations.

One of the results of the spreading communications
is the increasingly widespread acceptance of the rights
of individuals and nations. Consequent le as smolt na.
tions and minority groups insist their voices and con-
cerns be heard, the world is becoming more plurali-
tic.

Without worldwide efforts to understand and ac-
cept the wide variety of cultures and needs as well as
the interdependence of all humanityresolution of
these nrnMerns will remain rulf-ilf-rtwh

International education is part of the answer.
International education is the process by which

people acquire a pjobal perspective to explain events
in recognition of the 'increasing interdependence of
nations and cultures. This understanding is essential
or effective citizenship as well as, ultimately, human

survival,

--February 1983

Elements of International Education
International education with a global perspective is

More concerned with issues and problems that affect
age numbers of persons, more concerned with the

fad that all humans share common needs and cannot
pursue their destinies in isolation, International edu
cation' is not an effort to prim-low a monolithic world
corminnutv but tamer .1 conuminity of self-respecting
entenendent states which learn not only to live tee
g vilAre of their autonomy and equality, but

volve peal. end mode, eel dafervio, es

and ditsputes.
International edi on should he c sidered a tarn

)eats ,t, all ,10,,,,ot
have the right to learn basic skills and the rights and
resprinsibilnies of national citizenship. they also have
the right to learn the concepts, skills, and values by
which they can understand the impact ell distant
events and make rational decisions about the conduct
of their private and civic lives, This, according to
I Lowey i An Attainable Glohal 19751.

volves the development of:

Perspective Consciousnessrecognition or
awareness that one's view of the world is not
universally shared; that this view has been and
continues to be shaped by ethnocentric and other
influences that often escape conscious detection;
that others' views of the world are profoundly
different from one's own, and that all world
views are influenced by social conditions,

State of the Planet Awarenessawareness of pre-
vailing world condition% and developments,
. *leading emergent cnnditinns and trends, c.c._
population growth, migrations, economic condi-
tions, resources and physical environments, po-
litical developments, science and technology law,
health, intro- nation conflicts;

Cross-Cultural Awarenessawareness of the
diversity of cultures, ideas and practices found in
societies around the world and how IN* com-
pare, and some recognition of how the ideas and
practices of one's own culture might be viewed
by individuals is other societies;
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Sense of Global Oyna ic awareness of
how the world's system %cork, how Iht se
'ems art' interdependent with shared votive
and how local economic and 1.11 patterns hart'
global impact beyond their effect nrr itulmtl als'
lives,

Awareness of Emergent Human Coals-1.4111M-
edge of various sot ial movement.: that have
created .mil are creating goals and 'aloes that

.isccod national cultures and ideologies; ,

moss, 44K-wtie% now accept empirical science 41% Ilse
%VOW ti, useful knowledge and technological c.in-
trol; mans, Accept the concept of universal
"rights" to minimal levels of material welfare;

Awareness of Ethical Problems in the Global
Contextknowledge of ethical questions and is
sues that derive from increased capacities for

(sensing, predicting, and manipulating global con-
ditions, e.g improved abilities: to forecast dlr.
ferentials in the world's distribution of wealth,
food, and other resources,

International education with a global perspective
requires the preparation of wicker educators and
teachers whose own knowledge about the world and
whose attitudes toward diversity and common hu-
man interests arc consistent with global realities.

Current and future generations will rely heavily on
well-prepared educators with a global perspective,

The urgency of this matter has been addressed by
the President's Commission on Foreign Language and
International Studies, international organizations such
as U SCO, and the accrediting agency for teacher
educ rowans in the United States.

Global perspectives should permeate all aspects of
teacher education program. This requires:

responsive and informed administration capable
of instituting programs for global education;

the inclusion of-issues of interdependence, corn-
petition, cooperation, and the interrelatedness of
world problemniiithe general, special, and pro-
fesisiunal studies comiuments;

students to develop intercultural communication
skills, including learning other languages, to
learn to assess cultural, economic and
educational issues from a global perspective; to
clarify conflicting or differing values inherent in
international affairs; and to formulate plans for
teaching a global perspective with a multidisci-
plinary and multilinguistic approach;

faculty development and evaluation policies that
assess the ability of faculty to teach from a global
perspective and allows research and sabbatical
opportunities for enhancing this ability;

a continual review system of pn In achie
ing global education goals.

International education viewed from a global per-,
*pertly, calls for a commitment from leacher 'duct=
Lion and higher education to use its resources in cner.
tributing to improvement of education worldwide.
Such commitment Implies:

an institutional commitment to include ititerna
tional education as an integral and recognized
part of the institution's ongoing prygrarns at
every level;

5

the development of relationships with other edu-
cational institutions around the wotld;

international cooperation to broaden educational
opportunity and redirect education toward
achieving national, economic And social develop-
ment goals.

International education should be a high priority of
modern institutions of highei education and specifi-
cally for teacher education. The achievement of a

global perspective demands a vision that transcends
national and cultural chiferences, All humanity is a
single species, on a sipgle planet, sharing a common
future. To mold this common future is today's educe-
tional imperative.

Aftenvord
AACTE has pported the need for an international

dimension in encher education since 1948. It has done
so by appointing official commissions, committees
and task forces to foster the development of studies,
exchange programs, institutional development pro-
grams/and conferences devoted to the expansion of
interiational knowledge and 'experience by member'
Mafitutions.

The associatibn has also resolved 'that:
"AACTE will provide a national forum (or
schools, colleges, and departrnenfs of education
in the areas of human rights, educational equity,
and multicultural and interhatiori4 education.'
(1981)

Thc'Intfrnatiortal uu EducaiiiUn for Teach-
ing (ICET is an international organization dedicated
to the imp_ rovement of teacher education around,the
world. In 1980 the Boards of Directors AACTE and
ICET appoirfltd al Joint Task Force on International
Education to prepare a statement of. commitment* to
International education with a global perspective. The
statement was offically adopted bit the two associa-
tions in 1982. It reaffirms AACTE's and ICErs long-

support for the preparation of educational
personnel for the social, political, ancteconornic reali
ties of our complex world.
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APPENDIX

NEW JERSEY CONSORTIUM OR GLOBAL EDUCATION

The Consortium's initial operational procedures consisted

of the followings

That the Nev Jersey Consortium for Global Education

agrees to conduct its business accordig to Robert

Rules of Order.

That a quorums cons

member organizations.

simple y of

That each member organization shall have one vote.



New Jersey Consortium for Global Educe

Statement of

on
87

The New Jersey Consortium for Global Education in dedicated to fostering the
growth of global education among citizens from all segments of the State's, popu.
lation. Central to its mission is the development of programS, linkages, and
resource sharing that will result in broader public understanding of the cultural
political, economic, and historical dimensions of all peoples as well as their
mutual interdependence.

Ultimately, as a result of its activities, the Consortium wishes to help insti
tutionalize global awareness as an ongoing concern and permanent dimension of
Nov Jersey's formal and informal education structure.

ARTIgLEI BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Membership consist,' of those organizations who agree with tae etetnnent of purpo
who submit to the Consortium a letter or application form indicating their wish to
join the Consortium, and whose applicatic- is accepted by the Board of Directors.

A. Each organization represented shell ha one voting representative and one
alternate to the Board of Directors.

B. Powers:
1. Liection of officers.
2. Formulatiori of goals, policy, program and projects of the Consortium.
3. Establishment of committees, as needed.
4. Approval of budgets and appointment of auditors to conduct audits.
5. Control of the expenditure and investment ofPall funds.
6. Authority to solicit funds.
7. Establishment of membership fees.

C. Individuals may 'become associate non -- voting members of the Consortium by
completing and s6bmitting a membership form, which must be accepted by the
B -ard of Directors.

A, TIC 7, 7 MUM A2 V ?ROO Ur.42

A. Roberts Rules o Order shall apply.

B. uiar Meetings There shall be four regularly.scheduled meetings o
Consortium art starting with an Annual Meeting in January.

C. Special 4eetinss Special meetings shall be called if needed by the Ch-
person, Any Board members imay request a special meeting at the regular meeting
If approved by a majority vote of the Board of Directors such a meeting would
be called.

Di A quorum will coMoist of one -third of members. For passage of a m tion0 a
simple majority of those present and voting is required.

Z. All meetings of the Consortium shall be open to the public.
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NJ CO SORTIUM C UCATION BY-LAWS

Ving 1,14 j4c-

The Officers of the organization shall be Chairperson, Vico-Chairperson,
Seer* Treasurer who shall serve for a term of one year.

A nominating committee *hall be appointed annuAlly and will draw up a slate of
officers to be presented at the ,.lime meeting and voted on at the annual meeting.

Duties':

A. Chairroerson. The Chairperson °hall preside at all meetings. The Chairperson
shall _p_ -nt the Consortium in contacts with public and private organitatiOnS4

B. Vice.4haireereon. The Vic.- Chairperson shall in the absence of the Chair.
person perform the duties Of the Chairperson.

C. SecrIterv. The Secretary shall be responsible for recording, keeping and
disseminating a complete set of minutes and other records of the Consortium.

)

D. 11,412rer. The Treasurer shall collect fees, disburse funds and keep full
fin pcial record of the Consortium's financial transactions.

Thobonisortium account shall be located at a state -wide financial institution,
Checks must be signed by an officer of the Consortium.

E. ymincise. When a vacancy shall occur in any office within a given term the
Hoard of DirectGrs shall at the next meeting elect a person to fill the
position.

ARTI_LE IV - 04}47177

Committees shall be created .by the Board of Directors. Membership on committees
shall be on a volunteAr basis. In the absence of voluntQera the chair may appoit.6

ARTICLE V 4spinans

These By -Lave may be amended by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of time members of
Board of Directors. Notice and deecriptiOns of the proposed amendments mu3t be
distributed in writing to the Members at least two weeks prior to the meeting

END OF MEM"


